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Syllabus 

Enterprise Resource Planning 

Learning Objective  

- Demonstrate a good understanding of the basic issues in ERP systems  

- Analyze the strategic options for ERP identification and adoption  

- Design the ERP implementation strategies  

- Understand the need of Business Systems and Processes through strategic analysis of ERP 

systems 

Unit 1 

Process view of organization  Make to stock and Make to order cycles  ERP Introduction:  Origin, 

Evolution and Structure and Benefits: o Conceptual   Model   of   ERP,   Scenario   and Justification 

of ERP in India, Various Modules of ERP, Advantage of ERP. 

Unit 2 

Advancement of IT and Impact on organizations data management: Data ware Housing, Data 

Mining, Online Analytic Processing (OLAP), Product Life Cycle Management (PLM). 

Unit 3 

ERP Marketplace and Marketplace Dynamics:  Market Overview, Marketplace Dynamics, and 

The changing ERP Market.  ERP- Functional Modules: Introduction, Functional Modules of ERP 

Software Integration of ERP, Supply chain and Customer Relationship Applications.   

Unit 4 

ERP Implementation: Business Process mapping and re-engineering, ERP Implementation Life 

Cycle Role of Consultants, Vendors and Employees. Critical Success Factors: Guiding Selection 

and Evaluation of ERP, Strategies and CSF for Successful ERP Implementation, Causes of ERP 

Failure.  

Unit 5 

Practical Module:  ERP & E-Commerce, Future Directives- in ERP, Integrating ERP into 

organizational culture.  Using an open source ERP toolfor orienting students to ERP. 
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rise Resource Plonn

l. lntroduction
Thcre are various processes that are essential to running a business, including inventory and order

management, accounting, human resources, Customer Relationship Management (CRM). ERP

software integrates these various functions into one complete system to stream line processes and

information across the entire organization So, an ERP or Enterprises resource planning is an

important enterprise application running on network that integrates all the individual departrnent /

frrnctions in a single software application.

An enterprise is the group of people with a common goal, which has certain resourccs at its
disposal to achieve this goal. The group has some key functions to perform in order to achicvc tltc

goal. Resources include money, manpower, materials and all the other things that are required to run

the enterprise. Planning is done to ensure that nothing goes wrong. Planning is putting necessary

functions in place and more importantly, putting them together.

Therefore, enterprise-wide resource planning or ERP is a method of effective planning of all the

resources in an organization.

The central feature of all ERP systems is a shared database that supports multiple functions used

by different business units.

'lc1
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Enterprise Resource Plaruring (ERP) systems integrate internal and external managenrcpt
information across an entire organization. It automates this activity with an integrated sollwurc
application. The purpose of ERP is to facilitate the flow of information between all busincss
functions inside the boundaries of the organization and manage the connections to uutsitlc
stakeholders.

2. Wh at is ERP?

ERP is an abbreviation for Enterprise Resource Planning. It is the technique and concepts for
integrated management of business as a whole. It is used for the effective use of manasement
resources to improve the efficiency of enterprise management.

ERP is a way to integrate the data and processes of an organization into one single system.
Usually ERP systems will have many components including hardware and software, in order to
achieve integration, most ERP systems use a unified database to store data for various functions
fbtrncl throughout the organization. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a company-wide computer
strflwitrc systetn used to manage and coordinate all the resources, information. and functions of a
bttsittcss liottt sltared data stores. An ERP system has a service-oriented architecture with modular
llitt'tlwitrc itttd soflwarc units or "services" that communicate on a local area network. The modular
dcsign allows a business to add or reconfigure modules (perhaps from different vendors) while
preserving data integrity in one shared database that may be cbntralized or distributed. The central
feature of all ERP systems is a shared database that supports multiple functions used by different
business units.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems integrate internal and external managemenr
information across an entire organization. It automates this activity with an integrated software
application. The purpose of ERP is to facilitate the flow of information between all business
functions inside the boundaries of the organization and manage the connections to outside
stakeholders.

Today's ERP systems can cover a wide range of functions and integrate them into one unified
database. For instance, fturctions such as Human Resources, Supply Chain Management, Customer
Relations Management, Financials, Manufacturing functions and Warehouse Management functions
were all once stand alone softwarc applications, usually housed with their own database and
network, today, they can all fit under one umbrella - the ERp svstem
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2,1 Definition of ERP

i' "ERP is an integrated multidimensional system.for all functions, based on a business modcl
for planning, control and globat (r'esource) optimization of the entire supply chain".

OR
ii. "ERP is an integrated suit of application software modules, providing operotiottul,

managerial and strategic information for an enterprise to improve productivity, quality and
competitiveness ".

OR
iii. "ERP is an integrated system that allows information to enter at a single point in the process

and updates a single shared database for all functions that directly or inclirectly clepcncl on
this information".

ERP software is designed to model and automate many of the basic processes of a company.

ERP enables an enterprise to balance its resources, such as manpower, machines, rnaterials,
money' methods and marketing to stay competitive in a globalised economy. ERp combines all
dcpartrnents/functions together into a single, integrated, software program that runs off a single
databasc so that the various departments can more easily share information and communicate with
each other as shown infig. 1. L

Materials
Management

Logistics
Management

Manufacturing

Maintenance
Management

Strategic and
Operational Planning

Quality
Management

Figure 1.1 : Information integration through ERp system

ERP provides real-time, online information for decision making or analysis. It means, whenever
data is entered into the system, it is processed and stored immediately. Since, the transactions are
simultaneous, the information based on these transactions is also up-to-date and readily available at
any given time.

svs
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It is basically a software suit that integrates the whole enterprise, covering the entire internal

supply chain frorn vendors and suppliers to customers.

For example, When a warehouse in Dubai enters a customer order, that data should automatically

flow to others in the company who need to see it to the finance department at headquarters irr

Mumbai and to manufacturing department in Pune.

ERP is business tool rather than a system tool as it establishes business process engincering as

well as reengineering and can bring radical changes in an organization. It is easy to use and addrcss

all software requirements of the enterprise. It is also flexible enough to accommodate future changcs.

ERP System lmproves the Efficiency and Productivity

ERP's true power and potential is its movement from traditional business model to the enterprise

business model. ERP packages attempt to integrate all departments and functions across a company

onto a single computer system that can serve all those different departments particular needs.

Actually, this kind of integration is a very difficult task. Building a single software program that

scrvcs thc: nccds ol'people in finance as well as it does the people in human resources and in the

rvurclrorrsc. liach of'those departments typically has its own computer system optimized for the

prrltit'ulrrl rvirys that thc dcpartment does its work.

llrt, lilll) colntrincs these all together to share information and communicate with each other.

li.tttrn1tl,.', A c:ustontcr places an order. That order begins a mostly paper-based journey from one

in-tray to anothcr in-tray around the company's different departments. So moving the order from one

department to another departrnent causes delay and lost orders. It may also invite elrors; because it is
operating into different computer system in different departments.

And one more problem is, meanwhile the process no one in the company truly knows what the

status of the order is, at any given point because there is no way to see the status of order if it is
another department. And to know the status from different departments is also very tedious and

frustrating experience as well as wasting time to follow-up this.

So ERP replaces the old standalone computer systems from all departments (like finance, HR,

manufacturing, warehouse, purchasing marketing, etc) with a single unified software which provides

different software modules for different departments, as shown in "/iS. 1./. So anyone from one

depaftment can look into the other department to know the status of order. People in these different

departments all see the same information and can update it.

When one department finishes the order it is automatically routed via the ERP system to the next

depaftment. To flnd out where the order is at any point, we need only log into the ERP system and

track it down.
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ERP systems integrate internal and external management information across an entire

organization with the help of an integrated software application. The purpose of ERP is to facilitate

the flow of information between all business functions inside the boundaries of the organization and

manage the connections to outside also.

Thus ERP system improves the effrciency and pro<luctivity.

Characteristics of ERP System

ERP systems typically include the foilowing characteristics:

i. An integrated system that operates in real time (or next to real time), without relying on

periodic updates.

ii. A common database, which supports all applications'

iii. A consistent look and feel throughout each module.

iv. f rrstaltation of the system without elaborate applicatibn ldata integtated by the lnlbrmatiort

Il'ccrlrrrukrgy ( IT) department.

v. (iivcs a global, real-time view of data that can enable companies to address concerns

prorrct i vc:ly arrd drive improvements.

vi. lrnprovcs linancial compliance with regulatory standards and reduce risks.

vii. Automates core business operations such as lead-to-cash, order-to-fulfillment and produce-to-

pay process.

viii. Enhances customer service by providing one source for billing and relationship tracking.

3. Need of ERP

Why does our company need an ERP solution?

Solution

There are various (countless) different processes, activities and systems used to run our business

and we need to establish numerous workflows and procedurcs-solne manual, some automated- that

may or may not be formally documented. As a result, a varicty of dcpartmental applications and

legacy databases are likely disjointed and not well-integratccl. T'his was thc approach in the past.

But today, in dynamic and highly competitive markcl placcr, it rcquirccl higher productivity,

profitability and growth and that is the primary reason ol'rtn lilll) solttliott whiclr rcclrtces both time

and money to complete numerous workflow and proccclurcs.
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There are a number of processes that a company may need to integrate together. One of these
processes is called design engineering. When a company is in the process of designing a product, the
process of actually creating it is just as important as the end result. ERP can be useful in helping a
company find the best design process. Another area where ERP can be useful is order tracking.
When a company receives orders for a product, being able to properly track the orders can allow thc
company to get detailed information on their customers and marketing strategies. If different
software packages are being used, this data may not be consistent. So it is the reason that we usc
ERP because it has the ability to increase information consistency and accuracy. So this is one of tho
reasorl of need ERP because ERP has the ability to increase information consistencv and accuracv.

One more reason is it operate in real-time.

Most organizations across the world have realize that in a rapidly changing environment, it is
impossible to create and maintain a custom designed software package which will cater to all their
requirements and also be completely up-to-date. Realizing the requirement of user, some of the
software companies have designed enterprise. Resource planning software which will offer an
integrated software solution to all the functions of an organization.

'l'tt sttstaitt a business in this competitive environment the technique like ERp is good and helping
t'ottt1'tltttics to provide better quality and lower cost. So, the answer of 'why we need ERp solution?,
rs rrr slror'l :

ll'c rrt'ctl 1,.' ll l' :ttl ution

liur highcr productivity, profitability and growth of the business.
To reduce time and money to complete numerous workflow and procedures.
To increase information consistency and accuracy.
To operate in real time.

For common database used to support all required applications.
For business integration and improved data aac;lxacy.

For flexibility and new technology.

A company needs an ERP system, when their exact financial and operational performance is
unknown inaccurate customer expectations and job costs are predicated or even unknown and
promised delivery dates are regularly missed. It also needs when company do not meet or for exceed
producliort rcquirements on a consistent basis.

llttplctttclltitlg ERP allows a company to overcome problems and issues, which leads to failure
ittttl il is itblc ttl rcplace the system currently in place which grows the organization.
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4. Advantages of ERp
Installing an ERP system has many advantages both direct and indirect.

Increased efficiency

Information integration

Faster response time

l. The fundamental advantage of ERP is that integrating the processes by whicrh busipcsscs
operate saves time and expense. Tasks that benefit from this integration inclucle

a. Business operation saves time and expenses.

b. Decisions can be made more quickry and with fewer errors.

c. Data becomes visible across the organization.

d. Sales forecasting, which allows inventory optimization.

e. Chronological history of every transaction through relevant data compilation in
area of operation.

f. Order tracking, from acceptance through fulfillment.
g. Revenue tracking, from invoice through cash receipt.

h. Matching purchase orders (what was ordered), inventory receipts (what arrived), arrcl
costing (what the vendor invoiced).

ERP systems centralize business data, bringing the following benefits

a. They eliminate the need to synchronize changes between multiple systems-
consolidation of finance, marketing and sales, human resource, and manufacturins
applications

They bring legitimacy and transparency in each bit of statistical data.

They enable standard product narning/coding.

They provide a comprehensive enterprise view (no "islands of information"). They
make real-time information available to management anywhere, any time to make
proper decisions.

e. They protect sensitive data by consolidating rnultiple security systems into a single
structure.

every

2.

b.

c.

d.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Complete visibility into all the important processes across various departmeuts of an

or ganization (esp ecially for senior management personnel).

Automatic and coherent work-flow from one department / function to another to ensure

smooth transition/ completion of processes.

A unified and single reporting system to analyze the statistics/ numbers/ status etc in real-time,

across all the functions / departments.

Since same software is used across all departments - this can avoid individual departments

having to buy and maintain their own software systems'

Certain ERP vendors can extend their ERP systems to provide Business lntelligence

functionalities as well.

8. Advanced e-colnmerce integration is possible with ERP systems that can handle web-based

order trackingi processing.

g. There are various modules in an ERP system like Finance/ Accounts, Human Resource

Managenrcnt, Manufacturing, Marketing I Sales, Supply Chain / Warehouse Management,

C'ttM, Projcct Management, etc.

Silc:c lillP is a rlodular software system, it is possible to implement either a few modules (or)

r11py prgclulcs based on the requirements of an organization. If more modules implemented,

tlrc intcgration between various departments might be better.

Single Database is implernented on the back-end to store all the information required by the

ERP system and that enables centralized storage / back-up ofall enterprise data.

ERP systems are more secure as centralized security policies can be applied to them and all

the transactions happening via the ERP systems can be tracked.

ERP systems provide visibility and hence enable better/ faster collaboration across all the

departments.

It is possible to integrate other systems (like bar-co de reader, for example) to the ERP system

through an API (Application Programming Interface).

ERP systems make it easier for order tracking, inventory tracking, revenue tracking, sales

forecasting and related activities.

ERP systems are a boon for managing globally dispersed enterprise companies.

l0

ll.

12.

13.

t4.

15.

16.
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Disadvantages of ERP
ERP can cost more than less integrated and/or less comprehensive solutions. The cost of ERP
Software, planning, customization, configuration, testing, implementation, etc is too high.

ERP deployments take 1-3 years to get completed and fully functional.

Customization is problematic. Too little customization may not integrate the EIIP system
with the business process & too much customization may slow down the project and make it
difficult to upgrade.

The cost savings / payback may not be realized immediately after the ERP implementation &
it is quite difficult to measure the same.

The participation of users is very important fbr successful implementation of ERP projects -
So, exhaustive user training and simple user interface might be critical. But ERP systems are

generally difficult to use (and learn).

There may be additional indirect costs like new IT infrastructure, upgrading the WAN links,
etc.

Migration of existing data to the new ERP systems is always difficult to achieve as with
integrating ERP systems with other stand alone software systems.

ERP implementations are difficult to achieve in decentralized organizations with disparate
business processes and systems.

Once an ERP systems is implemented it becomes a single vendor lock-in for further
upgrades, customizations etc.

Re-engineering business processes to fit the ERP system may damage competitiveness and /
or divert focus from other critical activities.

High switching costs associated with ERP can increase the ERP vendor's negotiating powcr
which can result in higher support, maintenance, and upgtade expenses.

Overcoming resistance to sharing sensitive information between departments can divcrt
management attention.

Integration of truly independent businesses can create unnecessary dependencies.

Extensive training requirements take resources from daily operations.

Due to ERP's architecture (OLTP, On-Line Transaction Processing) ERP systems are not
well suited for production planning and supply chain management (SCM).

Requires a lot of time, planning and money.

Inadequate investment in ongoing training for involved personnel including those

implementing and testing changes.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
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6. Benefit of ERP

Some of the benefits are quantitative (tangible) while others are non-quantitative (intangible)

Tangible benefits are those measured in monetary terms and intangible benefits c:an ltot bc
measured in monetary terms but they do have a very significant because of business inrpact.

The following are some of the direct benefits of the ERP:

Business integration.

Flexibility/improved international operations.

. Better analysis and planning capabilities.

. Use of latest technology.

Business integration: The main reason of the ERP package implementation is integration. It
is the automatic data updation (automatic data exchange among departmental applications)
that is possible among the related business components.

lrt trarlitional way, company's information was isolated in departmental functions, and almost
rtll wcrc wcak lor cornmunication and integration of information. So ERP packages, integrates
lll thc clcparttttcnts tlala and it makes enable to automatically update at the time of transactions
()cL:ur. lior tltis rcason. we are able to grasp business details in real time, carry out the various
typcs ol' nllnilgctncnt decisions in a timely manner, based on that information. It also
clirttittatcs tltc probleni of synchronizing the changes made by different departments. It also
roclucers the risk of loss of confidential data.

ii. Flexibility/Improved international operations: The second advantages of ERP packages is
their flexibility. Different languages, currencies, accounting standards and so on can be
covered in one system.

Dffirent languages: ERP supports different languages so that the company can work in the
language they want.

Multi curuency: EW also supports different currencies so that if the company is globalize
(multinational) then it could have branches in many countries and for this it should support
different currencies.

Multiple accounting standards: ERP provides different accounting standards for calculation of
profits, wages, general ledger and so on.

This flexibility is essential for the globalization of the business and for the system unification.

iii. Better analysis and planning capabilities: Another advantage of the ERP is the planning
functions (the appropriate or assigned duties, responsibilities, missions or tasks of an
intlividual office or organization). By using ERP, it becomes possible to carry out, flexibility
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and in real time, filling and analysis of data from a vaiety of dimensions, so one is able to
give the decision makers the information they want, thus enabling them to make better
informed decisions.

Use of latest Technology: The fourth advantage is the utilization of the latest developments in
Information Technology (IT). ERP quickly adapted their systems to take advantage of the
latest technologies like open systems, client/server technology, Internet/intranet CALS
(Computer Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support) electronic-commerce, etc. so it makes
the flexible adaptation to change in future business environment possible.

5. I Tangible Benefits

Tangible benefits are those measured in monetary terms (quantitative benefits). These are as

follows:

i. hnproves the productivity ofprocess and personnel.

ii. Lowcling the cost ofproducts and services purchased.

iii. Paper and postage cost reduction.

iv. Inventory reduction

v. Lead time reduction

vi. Reduced stock obsolescene.

vii. Faster producVservice look-up and ordering saving time and money.

viii. Automated ordering and payment, lowering payment processing and paper cost.

ix. Availability of timely, accurate information with detailed content and better presentation.

x. Quicker response and follow-up with customers.

xi. Better monitoring and quicker resolution of queries from within and outside.

xii. Quick response to change in business operations and market consumption.

xiii. Improved business processes providing a competitive advantages.

xiv. Single write/validate, multi-read for data.

xv. Speeding up the whole manufacturing process.

xvi. Better and systematic handling of process.

xvii. Fasten the creation ofreports.

xviii. Reduce paper works and repeated entry.
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xix. Quick processing of information.

xx. Serving the customer efficiently in time.

xxi. Solves the customer problem quickly.

xxii. Information based decision.

xxiii. Reduce process cycle time.

6.2 Intangible Benefits

Intangible benefits can not be measured in monetary terms but they do have a very significant

business impact. These are as follows:

i. Increasesorganizationaltransparencyandresponsibility.

ii. Accurate and faster access to data for timely decisions.

iii. Can reach more vendors, producing more competitive bids.

iv. Improved customer response.

v. Saves enormous time and effort in data entry.

vi. Morc controls there by lowering the risk by mis-utilizalion of resources.

vii. Fncilitatos strategic planning.

viii. Unilirrm rcporting according to global standards.

ix. Improved customer service and satisfaction.

x. Increased flexibility in operations.

xi. Improved resorrce utility, reduced quality cost and information accuracy.

xii. Improveddecision-makingprocesses.

6.3 Other Significant Benefits of ERP

1. Reduced operating costs: One of the most immediate benefits from implementing an ERP is

reduced operating costs such as lower inventory control costs, lower production costs and

lower marketing costs. By avoiding duplication of information, an ERP provides opportunities

for cost reduction and value-added tasks, leading to increased margins.

2. Facilitate day-to-day management: The other benefit is facilitation of day-to-day

management. ERP systems offer better accessibility to data so that management can have up-

to-the-minute access to information for decision making and managerial control.
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4.

3. Enhanced work efficiency: ERP systems enhance the efficiency of the whole organization by
smoothly integrating its various divisions. It also helps in reduction of paper document and

provides an online format for quick storage and retrieval of information.

ERP ensures a quick response to changes in market conditions and also improves the
productivity of the organization by providing each department with their own computer
system and database.

Integration of business functions/business integration: It is the main reason of ERP

implementation, in which automatic data updation is possible among the related business

components. It eliminates the problem of synchronizing the changes made by different
departments. It also reduces the risk of loss of confidential data.

Improved international operations/flexibility: ERP package provides flexibility in different
languages, currencies and accounting standards. This flexibility is essential for the

globalization of the business and for the system unification.

lmproved visibility: Due to centralized nature of ERP system, it provides visibility which
cnablcs organizations to run their enterprise in accordance with their strategy, while
crnpowering them to make quick decisions to pursue opportunities.

Real time capabilities and the ability to see what is going on with our organization as it
happens.

It is handy when we deal with high volume of business process.

Better analysis and planning capabilities: By using ERP, it becomes possible to analyse

data from a variety of dimensions, so one is able to give the decision makers the information
they want, thus enabling them to make better informed decisions.

Use of latest technology: ERP quickly adapted their systems to take advantage of latcst

technologies. So it makes the flexible adaptation to change in future environment possible.

With an ERP system, our company will never have inventory shortage or wasted tirne

spent transferring files.

Improved customer satisfaction based on improved on time delivery, increased quality,
shortened delivery times.

ERP can greatly improve the quality and efficiency of a business. By keeping a company's

internal business process running smoothly, ERP can lead to better outputs that will benefit the

company such as customer service, and manufacturing.

ERP provides support to upper level management to provide them with critical decision

making information. This decision support will allow the upper level management to make

managerial choices that will enhance the business down the road.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.

14.



15.

16.

ERP also creates a more agile company that can better adapt to situations and changes. ERp
makes the company more flexible and less rigidly structured in an effort to allow the different
parts of an organization to become more cohesive, in turn, enhancing the business both
internally and externally.

ERP provides our company with the right system and performance that we need. ERp carr
also help our company to reduce operating cost and it is a benefit when running corlpany
analytics. It improves the coordination of our company's process into one streamlined proocss
where everything can be accessed through one enterprise wide information network.

The immediate benefit from implementing ERP systems we can expect is reduced operatrng
costs, such as lower inventory control cost, lower production cost3, lower marketing costs antl
lower help desk support costs.

Facilitate Day-to-Day Management : ERP programs are being developed and updated all the
time' With so many different tlpes on the market, companies should make sure they ,ilo due
diligence and try out different packages before choosing one to use. Some of the programs
even offer mobile capabilities so that you can always have a finger on the pulse of your
business activities from your pads.

With real time capabilities and the ability to be able to see what is going on with your
company as it happens, ERP systems are handy when you deal with high volume. With an
ERP system, your company will never have inventory shortages or wasted time spent
transferring files. You can test out an ERP system before buying it and see how it will work
with your business.

7, Limitation
1. Personnel turnover; companies can employ new managers lacking education in the company's

ERP system, proposing changes in business practices that are out of synchronization with the
best utilization of the company's selected ERp.

2. Customization of the ERP software is limited. Some customization may involve changing of
the ERP software structure which is usually not allowed.

3' Re-engineering of business processes to fit the "industry standard" prescribed by the ERp
system may lead to a loss of competitive advantage.

4. ERP systems can be very expensive to install often ranging from 30,000 to 500,000,000 for
multinational companies.

5. ERP vendors can charge sums of money for annual license renewal that is unrelated to the size
of the company using the ERP or its profitability.

17.

18.

19.
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6' ERPs arc ollcn scert ils too rigid and too difficult to adapt to the sp'ecific workflow and
business proccss ol'sonrc cornpanies-this is cited as one of the main causes of their failure.

7. Systems can be ditflcult to use.

8. Systems are too restrictive and do not allow much flexibility in implementation and usage.

9. The system can suffer frorn the "weakest link" problem-an inefficiency in one department or
at one of the partners may affect other participants.

10. Many of the integrated links need high accuracy in other applications to work effectively. A
company can achieve minimum standards, then over time "dirty data" will reduce the
reliability of some applications.

1 1. Once a system is established, switching costs axe very high for any one of the partners
(reducing flexibility and strategic control at the corporate level).

1"2. The blurring of company boundaries can cause
responsibility, and employee morale.

13. Resistance in sharing sensitive internal information
effectiveness of the software.

14' There are frequent compatibility problems with the various legacy systems of the partners.

15. The system may be over-engineered relative to the actual needs of the customer.

In short, the success of the system is fully dependent on how the workers utilize it. This means
they must be properly trained, and a number of companies have attempted to save moncy by
reducing the cost of training. Even if a company has enough money to implement ERp, tlrcy nury nol
be able to successfully use it if they do not have enough money to train their workers on thc llroccss
of using it. One of the biggest problems with ERP is that it is hard to customize. [t must bc nrodillcd
to suit their needs, and this process can be both expensive and tedious. Even when a company clocs
begin changing the system, they are limited in what they can do.

8. Growth of ERP

ERP systems bring all business operations into one uniform and builds a centralized database.
So, ERP system is steadily growing and main reason of this enorrnous growth is improved business
performance, easy and faster implementation and good cost. It reduces cycle time helps to deliver an
order in time. This computerized system compresses the time and taken for such a process from
many days to few seconds and with better accuracy than manual system.

problems in accountability, lines of

between departments can reduce the
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Different companies replace their key business functions or they shift their business from

traditional to computerized because of some of the following reasons:

i. Enable improved business performance

a. Cycle time reduction (The act or process of reducing): The time required to contact

other department is reduced. So cycle time reduction work fast by ERP.

b. lncrease business agility in ERP (the state or quality of being agile, nimbleness).

c. Inventory reduction (the state or quality of being agile, nimbleness): As the data is

integrated there is no need to reenter the data and the paperless transaction is done

using EDI (Electronic Data Interchange).

d. Order fulfilment (to bring into actuality) improvement: There is no conflict between the

departments like sales and production so order can be made on time.

ii. To support business growth requirements

a. New products/product lines, new customer updates packages: We can grow our

organization by implementing new products in the market and get the new customers

for that product.

b. Globalize the product: Global requirement including multiple languages and currencies.

lll. 'fo provide flexible (capable of being bent or flexed) integrated, real-time decision

support

a. Improve responsiveness across the organization every person takes works as.

b. Managers get the integrated data of different departments at any time to analyse and to

take important decisions at the right time.

To eliminate limitations in the legacy system.

lntegration of the isolated departments.

Decision support system.

Availability of the right dataat right time.

g. Flexibility to change.

iv. To eliminate limitations in legacy systems

a. Century dating issues.

b. Fragmentation (the act or process of breaking into fragments) of data and processing.

c. Inflexibility (Not easily bent, stiff or rigid) to change.

d. Insupportable(Notendurable,intolerate)technologies.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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v. To take advantage of the untapped mid-market (medium size organizations)

Increased functionality at a reasonable cost.

Client server/open system technology.

Vertical (being or suited at right analyse to the horizon, upright) market solutions.

a.

b.

SUnAMARY
o ERP is an abbreviation for Enterprise Resource Planning.

. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems integrate internal and external management

information across an entire organization.

o The purpose of ERP is to facilitate the flow of information between all business functions

inside the boundaries of the organization and manage the connections to outside

stakeholders.

o ERP enables an enterprise to balance its resources, such as manpower, machines,

materials, money, methods and marketing to stay competitive in a globalised economy.

o ERP combines all departments/functions together into a single, integrated, software program

that runs off a single database so that the various departments can more easily share

information and communicate with each other.

e ERP provides realtime, online information for decision making or analysis.

o lt is basically a software suit that integrates the whole enterprise, coverlng the entire internal

supply chain from vendors and suppliers to customers.

. ERP System lmproves the Efficiency and Productivity of the organization.

. ERP has tangible and intangible benefits.

. Tangible benefits are those measured in monetary terms. e.9., Business integration,

Flexibility / improved international operations, Better analysis and planning capabilities, Use

of latest technology.

. Intangible benefits cannot be measured in monetary terms but they do have a very significant

because of business impact.
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ExeRCISE
1. Explain what do you mean by ERP?

2. Discuss the various reasons for the growth of ERP.

3. Discuss how ERP systems improve the efficiency and productivity of organizations.

4. Discuss the order processing in an organization with traditional information systems and one
with ERP. Discuss how the ERP system improves productivity, reduces errors and enable inter
departmental information access.

5. Explain the advantages of ERP.

6. Explain what are the tangible and intangible benefits of ERP.

7. Why is it important to have integrated management information? Explain with examples.

8. Discuss how ERP helps in better decision-making.

9. What is the need of ERP system?

I0. What arc disadvantages of ERP system?

I l. Wlrat are the limitations of the ERP?

,r^h
ut$t011
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Introduction
ERP used to improve the efficiency and productivity of the enterprise. ERP system sefve an

important function by integrating separate business functions - rnaterials management. product
planning, sales distribution, financials and others into a single application. However, ERP system
have three significant limitations

i. Managers can not generate custom reports or queries without help from a programmer and this
inhibits them from obtaining information quickly so that they can act on it for competitive
advantage.

ii. ERP systems provide current status only, such as open orders. Managers often need to look
past the current status to find trends and patterns that aid better decision-making.

iii. The data in the ERP application is not integrated with other enterprise or division systems and
does not include external intelligence

There are various technologies that help to overcornc thcsc Iimitations. These technologies when
used in conjunction with the ERP package will hclp in ovc:rcurning the limitations of a standalone
ERP system and thus help the employees in making bcttcr tlcc:isions. Sorne of these technologies are
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Data Warehousing and Data Mining, On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP), Supply Chain

Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Geographical lnformation

Systems (GiS), Decision Support System (DSS),lVlanagement Information System (MIS), Business

Process Re-Engineering (BPR), Executive Support System (ESS) etc.

l. Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR)

To stay in today's competitive marketplace, organizations have been forced to improve their

business processes because customers are demanding better products and services. Organizations

reengineer when the management feels that a significant gap is existing between the actual and

desired results, creating a business problem.'At times, senior management translates this business

problem into process pertbrmance problems and opportunities. This allows the company to focus on

fundamentally transforming the target process (es), thus improving business results and solving the

problcni. At this early stage of identifying the need for radical change, senior management

contrrritrncrrrt aud sporrsorship is essential in taking the decision to reengineer.

l{c cnliirrctrrirrg is 'raclical change, fast'. Reengineering involves fundamental rethinking and

I;rrnslolrrrltion ol'iur intcgratcd set of business processes. Reengineering requires not only a redesign

ol'lrrrsirrr..ss pr1)ccsscs lrrrt also concurrent examination and redesign of the information technologies

rrrrrl llre olglutizittion tltitt sttppolls these processes.

)The Evolution of BPR

During the period lgg0-1993, management experts like Dr. Michael Hammer, James Chmapy

and'fhomas Davenport research and studies of successful industries created the concept BPR.

They gathered information by asking questions such as, "what worked and why?" along with

"what didn't work and why not?' They discovered that most of the companies that had succeeded in

changing their processes have used a similar set of tools and tactics. They called this set of
procedures, 'Business Reengineering'. Thomas Davenporr also performed research in this area and

gathered infbrmation on methods and practices, which led to the successful implementation of what

he called, 'process Innovation'. Both business reengineering and process innovation address the

concept ofredesigning how business performs strategic processes.

)Definition of BPR

Bu.sincs,g reengineering is the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes

to at,hict,a tlrtuutttit: imlsrovements in critical contemporary modern measures of performance, such

Dr. Michael Hammer
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Business Process Reengineering is alsct known as, "Business Process Redesign", "Bz.tsiness

Transformation " or " B us ine s s Proc e is Change Manogern ent ".

It means, BPR is a process of examining current processes and redesigning those prccesses to

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization. In simple, BPR means the ialiici and

radical redesign of strategic, value-added business processes and systems, policies and

organizational structure that supporl them to optimize workflow and productivity in an orgatrization.

BPR pursues improvements in quality, speed, service and cost by using tntbnnati'ru technclogy.

BPR means not just change but dramatic change and dramatic improvemcnts. This is rnhieved by

organizational structures, management systems, job descriptions, peribrmal'ice nleasrrrmellts, skill
development, training and most important the use of infomratir.rn technology.

BPR impacts every aspect of how the organization runs its business. Changc ott tltis sr:rtlcr ciut

cause results ranging from enviable success to complete breakdown and failure.

A successful BPR can result in dramatic performance improventents, incrcuscs itt ptrrlils. lrcrllcr'

business practices, enonnous cost reductions, dramatic improvements in productivity and so ort.

It can also create substantial improvernents in quality, customer scrvicc. enrploycc satislhctiou,

profitability and other business goals.

Business Process Reengineering (BPR) is the analysis and redesign of workflow within and

between enterprises. BPR has the ability to produce dramatic improvements. It involves the radical

redesign of core business processes to achieve dramatic improvement in productivity, cycle times

and quality.

In BPR, companies start with a blank sheet of paper and rethink existing processes to deliver
more value to the customer. They typically adopt a new value system that places increasecl emphasis

on customer needs. Companies reduce organizational layers and eliminate unproductive activities in
two key areas. First, they redesign functional organizations into cross-functional teams.

Second, they use technology to improve data dissemination and decision making.

BPR aimed to help organizations fundamentally rethink how they do their work in order to
dramatically improve customer service, cut operational costs and become r.vorld class cctmpetitors.

BPR seeks to help companies radically restructure their organizations by focusing on the ground-up

design of their business processes.

Four major areas can be identified as being subjected to change in BPR organization technology,

strategy and people where a process view is used as cornmon lramework fbr considering these

dimensions. Business strategy is the primary driver of BPR initiativcs antl thc other dirnensions are

governed by strategy's encompassing role. The organizatton dinrcnsiorrs rcllcct thc structural

elements of the company, such as hierarchical levels, the conrpositiorr ol'orglrrizational units and the

distribution of work between them. Technology is concerncd with tlrc usc ol'conrprrlcr syslcrrts and
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other forms of communication technology in the business. In BPR, information technology is
generally considered as playing a role as enabler of new forms of organizing and collaborating.
rather than supporting existing business functions. The people/human resources dimension deuls
with aspects such as education. training, motivatir:n and reward systems. The concept ol'busincss
processes rrterrelated activities airning at creating a value added output to a customer is thc husic
underlying idea of a BPR. fhe processes are characterized by a number of attributcs: proccss
ownership, customer focus, value adding and cross-functionality.

2. Management Information System (MlS)
Information is the basis for every decision taken in an organization. The efficiency of

management depends upon the availability of regular and relevant information. Thus, it is essential
that an effective and efficient reporting system be developed as part of accounting system. The main
object of management information is to obtain the required about the operating results of an
organization regularly in order to use them for future planning and control.

Thc olcl techniques are now considered useless in the process of decision taking. Modem
lllirlltgcnrcttt is constautly on look out for such quantitative and such information, which can help in
ruutlyzing tltc ptrtposcd alternative actions and choosing one as its decision. Thus, modern
lllilllilgerlllctll litttctiotts are information-oriented more popularly known as, o'management by
ittlirrtttitliotr". Ancl thc s.ystern through which information is communicated to the management is
kttowtt as, "M:tttirgcnlcltl hrfbrn-ration System (MIS)". The management needs full information
belbre taking any dccision. Good decisions can minimize costs and optimize results. Management
intbrmation system can be helpful to the management in under taking management decision
smoothly and effectively.

In early business, computers were used for simple operations such as tracking inventory, billing,
sales or payroll data, with little detail or structure. Over time, these computer applications became
rnore complex. hardware storage capacities grew, and technologies improved for connecting
previously isolated applications. As more and more data was stored and linked, managers sought
greater detail as well as greater abstraction with the aim of creating entire management reports from
the raw, stored data. The term 'MIS' arose to describe such applications providing managers with
information about sales, inventories and other data that would help in managing the enterprise.

Today the term is used broadly in a number of contexts and includes: decision support systems
resource and people management applications, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Enterprise
Performance Management (EPM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Project management and database retrieval applications.
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Management Information System can be analyzedby

Management: Management covers the planning control and administration of the operatrtrns ol a
concern. The top management handles planning, the rniddle management concentrates on coltrolling
and the lower management is concerned with actual administration.

Information: lnformation in MIS, means the processed data that helps the management in
planning, controlling and operations. Data means all the facts arising out of the opc,aiions of the
concern. Data is processed, i.e., recorded, summarized, compared and finally pr-esented to the
management in the form of MIS report.

System: Data is processed into information with the help of a system, a system is made up of
inputs, processing, output and feedback or control.

Thus, MIS means a system for processing data in order to give proper infonnati6n to the
management for performing its functions.

A Management Information System (MIS) provides information that is needed to rnanagcr
organizations efficiently and effectively. MIS encompass three primary components: Technology,
people (individuals, groups or organizations) and datalinformation for decision making.

MIS are designed to be used to anaTyze and facilitate strategic and operational activities in the
organization.

Academically the term MIS is used to the study of how indivicluals, groups and organizations
evaluate, design, implement, manage and utilize systems to generate information to improve
efficiency and effectiveness of decisioir making, including systems as Decision Supporl Syitems
(DSS), Expert System (ES), and Executive Information System (EIS).

An MIS includes a group of information management methocls related to the automarion or
support of decision making. Some common examples of MIS outpul are reports on sales. stgck
invcntory' payroll, orders and buclgets. A range of different types of reports are generatecl by an MIS
including scheduled reports, forecasting reports, on-demand reports and exception reports.

MIS produces fixed, regularly scheduled reports based on data extracted and summarizccl lbnr
Jfe firms underlying transaction processing systems to middle and operational level managers to
identify and inform structured and semi-structwed decision problems.

MIS is any system that provides people with either data or information relating to an
organization's operation. It supports the activities of organizational people by processing datu to
assist with transaction workload (in an effective manner), supplying informaiion to authorized
people in a timely maruler. It also supports a business's long range plans, providing reports based
upon performance analysis in areas critical to those plans, witn feeOUack lo-ops, including
recruitment and training regimens. MIS not only indicates how things are going, but also why an]
where performance is failing to meet the plan. These reports include near-real-time performance of
cost centers and projects with detail sufficient for individual accountabilitv.
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)Advantages of Management Information System

These are some of thc benefits that can be attained for different types of management information

systems.

i. Companies are able to highlight their strengths and weaknesses due to the prescttcc ttl'rovtrttttc

reports, employee's performance record, etc. The identification of these aspccts carr ltclp tltc

company to improve their business processes and operations.

ii. Giving an overall picture of the company and acting as a communication ant'l plaltttittg tool.

iii. The availabilitl, oi the customer data and feedback can'help the conlpany to align tlrcir

business processes according to the needs of the customers. The effective management ol'

customer data can help the company to perform direct marketing and promotion activities.

iv. Information is considered to be an important asset for any company in the modern competitive

world. The consumer buying trends and behaviour can be predicted by the analysis of sales

and revenue reports from each operating region ofthe company.

3.

Improve efficiency and effectiveness of decision making.

Supports business for long range plans, providing reports based upon performance analysis in

arcas critical to those plans, with feedback loops, including recruitment and training.

It includcs ncar-real-time perfurmance of cost centers and projects with detail sufficient for

i ncl i v idual accountabilitv.

Decision Support System (DSS)
A Decision Support System (DSS) is a computer based information system that supports business

or organizational decision-making activities. DSSs serve the management, operations and planning

levels of an organization and help to make decisions, which may be rapidly changing and not easily

specified in advance. Decision support systems can be either fully computerized, human or a
combination of both.

A DSS can be any system that supports decision-making. We can say that a DSS is a system for

helping people makes decisions using a computer. A DSS is a computeized system that assists in

corporate decision making, with a decision being a choice between altematives based on the

cstimated values of those alternatives. Supporting a decision means to assist people working alone,

or in a group to gather intelligence, generate alternative and make choices.

Gencrally, decision support systems are interactive, flexible and adaptable information systems,

developcd to support the solution of non-structured rnanagement problems for improved decision
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making. For example, In medical decision making, it oll.en involves making a diagnosis and

selecting an appropriate treatment.

DSS even extends into the Justice system and is therefore mistakes simply cannot be made.

Decision support systems often use business intelligence anC data mining technology to provide
aggregations of timely data as well as ridditionai vaiuable insight. D*ita mining and r:rrldictive

analytics often provide helpful, information for decision support.

Typical information that a decision support application might gather and prescnt iuciudes:

i. Inventories of information (including legacy and relational data sources, cnbes, data

warehouses and data marts).

ii. Comparative sales figures between one period and the next.

iii. Project revenue figures based on product sales assumptions.

> DSS Characteristics and Capabilities

i. Supports decision makers in semi structured and unstructured problems.

ii. Suppurts lnangers at all levels.

iii. Supporls individuals and groups.

iv. Supports interdependent or sequential decisions.

v. Supports intelligence, design, choice and implementation.
vi. Supports a verify ofdecision process and styles.

vii. Should be adaptable and flexible.

viii. Should be interactive and easy to use.

ix. Benefits exceed cost.

x. Complete control by decision-makers.

xi. Easy modification to suit needs and changing environment.

DSS includes knowledge-based systems. A properly designed DSS is an interactive software
based system intended to help decision makers corrrpile useful information from a combination of
raw data, documents and personal knowledge, or business models to identify and solve problem and

make decisions.

>DSS Components may be classified As

i.

ll.

llt.

lv.

Inputs: Factors, numbers and characteristics to analyze.

User knowledge and expertise: Inputs requiring manual analysis by the user.

Outputs: Transformed data from which DSS "decisions" are generated.

Decisions: Results generated by the DSS based on user criteria.
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DSSs which perform selected cognitive decision-making functions and are based on artificial
intelligence or intelligent agents technologies are called,'Intelligent Decision Support Systcnt'
(IDSS).

One example is the clinical decision support system for medical diagnosis. Other cxarnplc irrclrrtlc

a bank loan officer verifying the credit of a loan applicant or an engineering fimr that hls bitls orr

several projects and wants to know if they can be competitive with their costs.

DSS is extensively used in business and management. Executive dashboard ancl olhcl brrsirrcss

performance softlvare allora, faster decision making, identification of negative trcntls antl hcltcr'

allocation of business r"esources. Due to DSS all the information from any organizatiorr is

represented in the form of charts, graphs, i.e., in a summarized way, which helps the management to

take strategic decision.

3. I Benefits of DSS

i. Irlproves personal efficiency.

ii. Spcccls up the process of decision making.

iii. lrrcrerascs organizational control.

ir,. lincourages cxploration and discovery on the part of the decision maker.

v. Specds up problem solving in an organization.

vi. Facilitates interpersonal communication.

vii. Promotes leaming or training.

viii. Generates new evidence in support of a decision.

ix. Creates a competitive advantage over competition.

x. Reveals new approaches to thinking about the problem space.

xi. Helps automate managerial processes.

Executive Support System (ESS)
Arr cxccutivc support system is a class of information systems that supports business and

orgtrrizllional clccision-making activities. It is an interactive software-based system made to help

tlccisiorr rnakcrs, compile useful information from a combination of raw data to identify and solve
prol;lerrns lnd nrake decisions.

4.
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Executive Support System (ESS) is a reporting tool (software) that allows you to turn your
organization's data into useful summarized reports. These reports are generally used by executive
level managers for quick access to reports coming from all company levels and departments such as

billing, cost accounting, staffing, scheduling and more.

In addition to providing quick access to organized data from departments, some ESS tools also
provide analysis tools that predict a series of performance outcomes over time using the input data.

This type of ESS is useful to executive as it provide possible outcomes and quick reference to
statistics and numbers needed for decision-making.

ESS supplies the necessary tools to senior management. The problems and situations senior
executives face are very fluid, always changing, so the system must be flexible and easy to
manipulate.

4.1 The Role of ESS in the Organization
Executives often face information overload and must be able to separate it in order to make the

right clccision. On the other hand, if the information they have, is not detailed enough, they may not
bc able to make the best decision. An ESS can supply the'summarized information that the
executives need and yet provide the opportunity to drill down to more detail if necessary.

As technology advances, ESS are able to link data from various sourees both internal and external
to provide the amount and kind of information executives find result. As common software programs
include more options and executives gain experience using these programs they are turning to them
as an easy way to manipulate information. Many executives are also turning to the web to provide
the flexibility they need.

As more executives come up through the ranks, they are more familiar with and rely more on
technology to assist them with their jobs. ESS don't provide executives with readymade decisions.
They provide the information that helps them make their decisions. Executives use that information,
along with their experience, knowledge, education and understanding of the corporation and the
business environment as a whole, to make their decision.

Executives are more inclined to want summarized data rather than detailed data (even throush the
details must be available).

ESS rely on graphic presentation of infonnation because it is a much quicker way for busy
executives to grasp summarized information.

ESS meet the needs of corporate executives by provitling ttrem with vast amounts of information
quickly and in graphical form to help them make effectivc, dccisions.

ESS must be flexible, easy to use, and contain both interrral antl cxtcrnal sources of information.
ESS focuses more in the end-user requirements of nraxirnurn intcltctivity and user-friendliness. An



ESS can be understood as a friendly, fully customized and interactive DSS to be mostly used by top

executives and policy-makers to get permanent and updated assessment in relation to key questions

(information and knowledge).

ESS focuses only on interactive and executive assessment tools, those which can be uscd

personally by end-users. An ESS requires a previous expert work filtering information antl

knowledge into meaningful indicators and tools.

As ESS's definiiion, its design and implementation must integrate future users as much as

feasible, since an ESS represents both a challenge and an opportunity to improve their working

processes. An ESS will induce organizational changes which can not be successful in complex

institutions unless they are clearly perceived and desired since the beginning.

) Advantages

Filters data for management.

Improves to tracking information.

Ollcrs efficiency to decision makers.

) Disadvantages

i. l)illlcult to keep current data.

May lcad to less reliable and increase data.

Small companies may encounter executive costs for implementation.

Too detailed oriented.

5. Data Warehouse
Data warehouse is a collection of data designed to support management decision making. Data

warehouse contains a wide variety of data that presents a picture of business conditions at a single

point in time.

The term 'data warehousing' generally refers to the combination of many different databases

across an entire enterprise.

The primary concept of data warehousing is that the data stored for business analysis can most

effectively be accessed, by separating it from the data in the operational systems'

lt.

iii.

iv.
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The primary goals of a data warehouse are the following:

i. Provide access to the data ofan organization.

ii. Data consistency.

iii. Capacity to separate and combine data.

iv. Inclusion of tools setup to Query, analyze and present information.

v. Publish used data.

vi. Drive business reengineering.

The collection of data used by a data warehouses

integrated, non-volatile and time variant.

may be characterized as- subject-oriented,

In computin g, a data warehouse (DW or DWH) is a database used for reporting and data analysis.
'l'hc data stored in the warehouse are uploaded from the operational systems (such as marketing,

sales, etc). The data may pass through an operational data store for additional operations before they

are used in the dataware for reporting.

Data warehouse focuses on data stomge. To retrieve and analyze data, to extract, transform and

load data, and to manage the data dictionary are also considered essential components of a data

warehousing system.

A data warehouse is a relational database that is designed for query and analysis rather than for

transaction processing. It usually contains historical data derived from transaction data, but it can

include data from other sources. It separate analysis workload from transaction workload and enables

an organization to consolidate data from several sources. In addition to a relational database, a data

warehouse environment includes an Extraction, Transporlation, Transformation and Loading (ETL)

solution, an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) engine, client analysis tools, ancl otltcr

applications that manage the process of gathering data and delivering it to business users.

5. I Data in the Data Warehouse

The collection of data used by a data warehouse may be characterized as subject-oriented,

integrated, non-volatile and time variant.

i. Subject-Oriented: Data warehouses are designed to help you analyze data. The data

warehouse is oriented towards those major subject areas of the organization, which have been

defined in the data model. For example, to learn more about your company's sales data, you

can build a warehouse that concentrates on sales. Using this warehouse, you can answer

questions like, "who was our best customer for this item last year?" This ability to define a

data warehouse by subject mattet, sales in this case, makes the data warehouse subject-

oriented.
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The data in the data warehouse is organized so that all the data elements relating to the sanrc
real-world event or object are linked together.

Integrated: The data warehouse can receive data from a number of sources. Each ol'tlrcsc
sources had an application designer (s), each freely encoding, naming convcntions. physic:rrl

athibutes and measurement of attributes. The filtering and translation neccssary to lnrnslirrrrr
the many sources into one consistent database is known as, "integration".

Integration is closely related to subject orientation. Data warehouses must put tlata liorrr
disparate sources into a consistent format. They may resolve such problenls ns rrarning

conflicts and inconsistencies among units of measure. When they achieve this, they arc said to
be integrated.

The data warehouse contains data from most or all of organizations operational systems and
these data are made consistent.

Non-Volatile: Non-volatile means, once data entered into the warehouses, it should not
change. This is logical because the purpose of a warehouse is to enable you to analyze what
was occurred. Data in the data warehouse are never over-written or deleted-once committed"
thc data are static, read-only and retained for future reporting. Data is loaded and accessed, but
rrol clrarrgecl.

'l'itnc Variant: In order to discover trends in business, analysts need large amounts of data.
'l'his is vcry much in contrast to online transaction processing (OLTP) systems, where
pcrlbmattce requirements demand that historical data be moved to an archieve. A data
warehouse's focus on change over time is what is meant by the term time variant.

For an operational system, the stored data contains the current value.

E nte rpri se Re so u rce P I an ni ng
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) Benefits of a Data Warehouse

A data warehouse maintains a copy of information
architectural complexity provides the opportunity to:

from the source transaction system. This

Maintain data history, even if the source transaction system do not.

Integrate data from multiple source systems, enabling a central view across the enterprise.
This benefit is always valuable, but particularly so when the organization has grown by
merger.

Improve data quality, by providing consistent codes and descriptions, flagging or even fixing
bad data.

Present the organizations information consistently.

Provide a single common data model for all data of interest regardless of the data's source.

11.

111.
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vi. Restructure the data so that it makes sense to the business users.

vii. Restruchre the data so that it delivers excellent query perforrnance, even for complex analytic
queries, without impacting the operational systems.

viii' Add value to operational business applications, notably Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems.

)Advantages of a Data Warehouse

Implementing a data warehouse provides significant benefits many tangible, some intangible.

The benefits include the following:

i. More cost effective decision-making: A data warehouse allows reduction of staff and
computer resources required to support queries and reports against operational and production
databases. This typically offers significant saving. It also eliminates the resource drain on
prodttction systems when executing long running, complex queries and reports.

ll. llcller cnterprise intelligence: Guaranteed data accuracy and reliability result from ensuring
that a data warehouse contains only'trusted' data.

iii. Enhanced customer service: An enterprise can maintain better customer relationships by
correlating all customer data via a single, data warehouse architecture.

iv. Business reengineering: By allowing unlimited analysis of an enterprise and knowing what
information is important to an enterprise, it will provide direction and priority for
reengineering efforts.

v. Information system reengineering: Data warehouses can be subdivided into data marts.
Data marts store subsets of data from a warehouse. Data marts contain primarily dimensions
and facts. Facts can contain either atomic datz and if necessary, summarized, data. The single
data mart often models a specific business area such as "sales" or "production". These data
marts can eventually be integrated to create a comprehensive data warehouse.



)Use of a Data Warehouse

Uses of a data warehouse are as shown in following:

ll.

nl.

Figure 2.1

Standard reports and queries: Many users of the data warehouse need to access a set of

standard reports and queries. It is desirable to periodically, automatically produce a set of

standard reports that are required by many different users. When these users need a particular

report, they can just view the report that has akeady run by the data warehouse system rather,

than running it themselves. This facility can be particularly-useful for reports that take a long

time to run.

eueries against summarized data: The summary views in the data warehouse can be the

object of a large majority of analysis in a data warehouse. Simple filtering and summation

from the summary views account for most of the analysis activity against many data

warehouses. These summary views contain predefined standard business analysis.

Data mining: The reports and queries of the summary tables are adequate to answer many

',what" questions in the business. The drill-down into the detail data provides answer to "why"

and .,how" questions. Data mining is an evolving science. A data mining user starts with

summary data and drills down into the detail data looking for arguments to prove or disprove a

hypothesis. The tools for data mining are evolving rapidly to satisfy the need to understand the

behavior of business units such as customers and products'
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Interface with other data warehouse: The data warehouse system is likely to be interfaced

with other applications that use it as the source of operational system data. It may feed data to

other data warehouse or smaller data warehouses called, 'data marts'. Data warehouse can be a

better single and consistent source for data instead of the operational systems.

6. Data Mining
Data mining or knowledge discovery is the extraction of hidden predictive information from large

databases. Data mining tools predict behavior and future trends, allowing business to make

proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. Data mining tools can answer business questions that

traditionally were too time consuming to resolve. They scour (search) databases for hidden patterns,

finding predictive information that experts may miss because it lies outside their expectations.

6. I The Evolution of Data Mining

l)ltl mining is a natwal development of the increased use of computerized database to store data

lrrd providc answcrs to business analyst. In the evolution from business data to business information,

has buil the orevi shown below

*Data mining'o or "Knowledge Discovery in Databases" process or "KDD" is a field at the

intersection of computer science and statistics, is the process that attempts to discover patterns in
large data sets.

The overall goal of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform

it into an understandable structure for further use. The actual data mining task is the automatic or

semi-automatic analysis of large quantities of data extract previously unknown interesting patterns

such as groups of data records (cluster analysis) unusual records (anomaly detection) and

dependencies (association rule mining).

cflcll llcw ul uous one as

Evolutlon rtep trB.iiSIhu$i :iiiiiiiiiiii',i :;

Data collection (1 960s) "What was my total revenue in the last
five vears?"

Computer, tapes, disks

Data access (1980s) "What were unit sales in Maharashtra"
last march?

RDBMS, SQL, ODBC

Data warehousing and
decision support (1 990s)

"What were unit sales in Maharashtra
last march?" Drill down to Mumbai?

OLAP (Online Analytical Processing),
multidimensional databases. data
warehouses.

Data mining "What is likely to happen to southern
region unit sales next month? Why?"

Advanced computer algorithms,
multiprocessor computers, massive
databases, etc.
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)How Data Mining Works?

How is data mining able to tell you important things that you didn't know or what is going to
happen next? The technique that is used to perform these feats is called, "modeling". Data mining
uses a different model for the creation of information about data. We call this the "discovery model".
Modeling is simply the act of building a model (a set of examples or a mathematical relationship)
based on data from situations where the answer is known and then applying the model to othcr
situations where the answer are not known.

E.g., build a model which considers the director of marketing for a telecommunications cor'npany.

He would like to focus his marketing and sales efforts on segments of the population most likely t<l

become big users of long distance services or calls. From the existing database of customers, which
contain information such as age, sex, credit, history, income, zip code, occupation etc, they can use

data mining tools, such as neural networks, to identify the characteristics of those customers who
make lots of long distance calls. For instance, they know, their best customers are unmarried females
and males between the age of 20 and 30. Then the model for high value customers and they would
budget their marketing efforts to accordingly.

Whilc large-scale information technology has been evolving separate transaction and analytical
syslcrrrrs, tllta rnirting provides the link between the two. Data mining software analyzes relationships
rrrrtl prrtlcrns in storccl transaction data based on open-ended user queries.

Scve:r:rl typcs ol' analytical software are available: statistical, machine learning and neural
rrctworks. Gcncrally, any of four types of relationships are sought:

i. Classes: Stored data is used to locate data in predetermined groups. e.9., A restaurant chain
could mine customer purchase data to determine when customers visit and what they typically
order. This information could be used to increase traffic by having daily specials.

ii. Clusters: Data items are grouped according to logical relationships or consumer preferences.

e.g., data can be mined to identify market segments or consumer affinities.

iii. Associates: Data can be mined to identify associations. o.9., shampoo-conditioner is an

example of associative mining, shoes socks is also the example.

iv. Sequential patterns: Data is mined to anticipate behavior patterns and trends.

Data mining consists of five major elements:

i. Extract, transform and load transaction data onto the data warehouse system.

ii. Store and manage the data in a multidimensional database system.

iii. Provide data access to business analysts and information technology professionals.

iv. Analyze the data by application software.

v. Present the data in a useful format, such as a graph or table.
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)Technologies used in Data Mining/Data Mining Techniques/Tools/Levels
of Data Mining

Some tools/techniques that are used in data mining are:

i. Artificial neural networks: Non-linear predictive models that learn through training and

resemble biological neural net\,vorks in structure.

ii. Genetic algorithms:.Optirnization techniques that use process such as genetic combirration,
mutation and natwal selection in a design based on the concepts of natural evolution

iii. Decision trees: Tree shaped structures that represent sets of decisions. These clecisions
generate rules for the classification of a dataset.

iv. Nearest neighbor method: (Case-Base Reasoning (CBR)): A technique that classifies each
rccord in a dataset based on a combination of the classes of k record (s) most sirnilar to it in a

liistorical dataset (where K-1). Sometimes, called 'k-nearest neighbor technique'.

In CBR, to forecast a future situation, find the closest past and choose the solution that was
right one in those past situations.

v. Rule induction: The extraction of useful if-then rules from data based on statistical
significance.

vi. Data visualization: The visual interpretation of complex relationships in multidimensional
data. Graphics tools are used to illustrate data relationships.

6.2 Task Solved by Data Mining

i. Predicting: A task of learning a pattern from examples and using the developed rnodcl tu
predict future values of the target variable.

ii. Classification: A task of finding a function that maps an example into one of se,vcral cliscrcle:

classes.

Detection of relations: A task of searching for the most influential independent variables fbr
a selected target variable.

Explicit modeling: A task of finding explicit formulae describing dependencies between
various variables.

Clustering: A task of identifying a finite set of categories or clusters that describe data.

Deviation detection: A task of determining the most significant changes in some key
measures of data from previous or expected values.

lll.

lv.

v.

vi.
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) Advantages of Data Mining/Uses of Data Mining/What can Data Mining do?

Data mining helps analysts to recognize significant facts, relationships, trends, patterns,

exceptions and anomalies that might otherwise go unnoticed. For business, data mining is uscd to

disc,cvu,i p;lir,riir"i alid relationslripl; ili ilie data in order to help make better business decisions. Data

mining can help spot sales trends, develop smarter marketing campaigns and accuratcly prcdict

custorner ioyalty, specific uses of data mining include:

i. Market segmentation: Identify the common characteristics of customers who buy the same

products from your compalty.

ii. Customer churn: Predict which customers are likely to leave your company and go to a

competitor.

iii. Fraud detection: Identify which transactions are most likely to be fraudulent.

iv. Direct marketing: Identify which prospectus should be included in a mailing list to obtain the

higlt.-st rcsponsc rate.

\,. Interactive marketing: Predict what each individual accessing a website is most likely

irrtcrcstcd in seeirtg.

yi. lVlarkct basket analysis: Understand what products or services are commonly purchased

togcthcr. c.g., sltampoo-hair conditioner.

vii. 'l'rend analysis: Reveal the difference between a typical customer this month and last.

Data mining tcchnology can generate new business opportunities by

i. Automated prediction of trends and behaviours: Data mining automates the process of

finding predictive information in a large database. Questions that traditionally require

extensive analysis can now be directly answered from the data. It uses data on past

promotional mailings to identify the targets most likely to maximize return on investment in

future mailings.

ii. Automated discovery of previously unknown patterns: Data mining tools sweep through

databases and identify previously hidden patterns. e.g., The analysis of retail sales data to

iclentify seemingly unrelated products that are often purchased together.

iii. lJsing rnassively parallel computers companies dig through volumes of data to discover

l.rlttcrrrs about their customers and products. e.g., A grocery chains have found that when

wonlcn go to a supennarket to buy shampoo, they sometimes walk out with a hair-conditioner

ls wcll. Using this information, it is possible to layout a store so that these items are closer.
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Databases can be larger in both depth and breldth: The databases cfin h0.'r- "1' '1 ' '!r'titi'ls

androws. Usually, analysls rnust ollcn lirnit thc ltuurbcr of variables they exa*til't,': r.,ir,,n doiilg

analysis due to time coilstrairrls The data mining databases confains larger s*npl*: (tnore

rows) when data mining tools are implernented on high-perforniance paiellel prceessing

systems, they can analyze mnssive databases in minutes. Faster processing fi)eans that users

can automatically experiment with more models to understantl complex clai;r. Th* tr;gh-speed

makes it practical for users Io analyze huge quantities of ,.i;ila and 1*rg., ,iaL:i'rases yield

improved predictions.

7. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
The term Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) was introduced by E.F.Cocid irr 199-l to rclcr to a

type of application that allow's a user in interactively analyze data. An OLAP systen-t is ollcn

contrasted to an Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) system that fbcr.rses on processing

transaction such as orders, invoices or general ledger transactions.

OLAP can be defined as, 'the process of converting raw data into business information through

multi-dimensional analysis'. This enables analysts to identify business strengths and weaknesses,

business trends and the underlying causes of these trends. It provides an insight into the business

through the interactive analysis of different views of business information that have been built up

from raw operating data which reflect the business users understanding of the business.

"Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is a method of analyzin g data in a multidirnensional

format, often across multiple time periods, with the aim of uncovering the business information

conccaled within the data." OLAP enables business users to gain an insight into the business through

interactive analysis of different views of the business data that have been built up from the

opcrational systems. This approach facilitates a more initiative and meaningful analysis of business

information and assists in identifying important business trends.

It describes a class of applications that require multi-dimensional analysis of business data. OLAP

systems enable managers and analysts to rapidly and easily examine key performance data and

perform powerful comparison and trend analyses, even on very large data volumes. They can be

used in a wide variety of business areas, including sales and marketing analysis, financial reporting,

quality tracking, profitability analysis, manpower and pricing applications and many others.

OLAP is often confused with data warehousing. It is not a data warehousing, but it is an integral

part of data warehousing solution. OLAP comes in many different shades, depending upon the

underlying database structure and the location of the majority of the analytical processing. Thus, the

term OLAP has different meanings depending upon the specific combination of these variable.
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OLAP provides the facility to analyze the data held within the data warehouse in a flexible
manner. It is an integral component of a successful data warehouse solution, it is not in itself a data
warehousing methodology or system. However, the term OLAP has different meanings for different
people. as there are many variants of OLAP.

The OLAP approach enables a more intuitive interactive analysis of business infornration.
It allows business users to understand the current business position and the factors contributing to
that position, through detailed analysis of the underlying information. It also helps business users to
identify important business trends and opportunities through the analysis of historical data and futurc
projections in various "what-if' scenarios.

Online analtltical processing or OLAP is an approach to swiftly answer Multi-Dimensional
analytical (MDA) queries. The term OLAP was created as a slight modification of the traditional
database term OLTP (Online Transaction Processing). OLAP can be used in a wide variety of
business areas, including sales and marketing analysis, financial reporting, quality tracking,
profitability analysis, manpower and pricing applications and many others.

OLAP database facilitate business-intelligence queries. OLAP is a database technology that has
bcctt optitrtizccl fbr querying and reporting, instead of processing transactions. The source of OLAp
is ol. l'l' tlittittritscs that are commonly stored in data warehouses. OLAP data is derived from this
Ittstolicrtl drtta and aggregated into structures that permit sophisticated analysis. OLAP data is
otgrtttizctl lricrarchically and stored in cubes instead of tables. It is a sophisticated technology that
ttsrjs ttrttlliditttcttsional structures to provide rapid access to data for analysis. It makes it easy to
display high-level summarizes, such as sales totals across an entire country or region, and also
display the <letails for sites where sales are particularly strong or weak. OLAP databases are designed
to speed up the retrieval ofdata.

OLAP is a function of business intelligence software that enables a user to easily and selectively
extract and view data from different points of view. Designed for managers looking to make sense of
their information, OLAP tools structure data hierarchically- the way managers think of their
enterprises, but also allows business analysts to rotate that data, changing the relationships to get
more detailed insight into corporate information.

OLAP can be used for data mining or the discovery of previously undiscerned relationships
between data items. An OLAP database does not need to be as large as a data warehouse, since not
all transactional data is needed for trend analysis. Using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), data
can be imported from existing relational databases to create a multidimensional database for OLAp.
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7.1 Basic Analytical Operations of OLAp
OLAP tools enable users to interactively analyze multidimensional data from multiple

perspectives. OLAP consists of three basic analytical operations- consolidation (roll-up), drill-down
and slicing and dicing.

i. Consolidation: It involves the aggregation of data that can be accumulated and computed in
one or more dimensions. These can be simple roll-ups or complex expressions involving
inter-related datafttr example, sales offices can be rolled up to districxs and tiistricts rolled-up
to regions.

ii. Drill-down: Drill-down is a technique that allows users to navigate through the details.
OLAP data servers can also go in the reverse direction and display detailecl iata which
comprises consolidated data, which is called, "dri1l-down". For instanoe. user cau vicw thc
sales by individual products that make up a region,s sales.

iii. Slicing and dicing: Slicing and dicing refers to the ability to look at the database ll.om
different viewpoints. One slice of the sales database might show all sales of product type
within regions. Another slice might show all sales by sales channel within each product t1pe.
Slicing and dicing is often performed along the time axis in order to analyze trends and find
patterns.

Slicing and dicing is a feature where by users can take out (slicing) a specific set of data of the
OLAP cube and view (dicing) the slices from different viewpoints.

Powerful integrated OLAP tools allow users to quickly slice and dice clata to conduct in depth
analysis.

Databases configured for OLAP use a multidimensional data model, allowing for complex
analytical and ad-hoc queries with a rapid execution time. They borrow aspects of navigatiorral
databases, hierarchical databases and relational databases.

7.2 Types/Different Styles of OLAP

The four major alternatives for implementing OLAp applications are:

i. Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP)

ii. Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP)

iii. Desktop OLAP (DOLAP)

iv. Relational OLAP (ROLAP)
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All lbur OLAI' stylcs slrould irnplenrent all the data security requirements for confidentiality,

possibly clowlr ro ilrciivrclual clata iteut lerei. 'firis rs a major area of weakness in many culrent OLAP

producrs, which implcmi:rrt only basic secr"rity models. Each of the four OLAP alternatives has its

related strengths and weaknesses.

i. Multi-dimensional Ot AP (MOLAP): Multi-dimensional OLAP (MOLAP) is based on t
multi-dimensional database architechrre. This stores data in a three dimensional data cubc. lt

stores data in optimized multi-dimensional array storage, rather than in a relational database.

Therefore, it requires the pre-computation and storage of information in the cube-the operatitln

known as, 'processing'. It provides performance benefits where the data retrieval paths tbllow

the pre-defined strucrture of the data cubes.

MOLAP is suitable for applications requiring only pre-defined analysis on multiple

dimensions 1e.g., sales by customer type b5' geographic area over time). The MOLAP is not

suitable for ad-hoc analysis, (for e.g., when attempting to discover why customers are being

lost to competitors).

ii. Hybrid OI,AP (HOLAP): Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP) integrates specialized multi-dimensional

duta stonrge with relational database management technology. This allows business to link
rnulti-dinrcnsronal data to the underlying source data in a relational database. HOLAP

tLrtlbasc rvill clivide data between relational and specialized storage e.g., for some vendors, a

ll( )l,Al' clatabasc will use relational tables to hold the larger quantities of detailed data and use

spccillizccl storage fbr at least some aspects of the smaller quantities of more aggtegate or

lcss-clctailed data.

fIOLAP products secm to combine the better points of both multi-dimensional and relational

databases.

HOLAP is best suited to applications that require heavy analysis, must provide predictable

response times to resollrce intensive queries, will have a small number of concurrent users

(i.e.. fewer than 20), etc. HOLAP is not suitable for ad-hoc analysis. e.g., when attempting to

discover why customers are being lost to competitors.

iii. Desktop OLAP (DOLAP): Desktop OLAP (DOLAP) allows users to perform limited

analysis, directly against data held within a relational database, while avoiding many of the

problems that affect the hybrid and relational OLAP styles

The desktop OLAP is suitable for an enterprise that wants to provide pre-defined analysis

capabilities to business users without incurring the higher purchase and maintenance cost of
more functional products. Thus, type of HOLAP is not suitable where there is a requirement

for f'lexible analysis or where users require access to a common vier,v of the business data.

iv. Relational OLAP (ROLAP): Relational OLAP (ROLAP) is the fastest growing area of
OLAP technology, with new vendors entering the market at an accelerating pace. ROLAP

L.trte rpriso Resource Planning
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products are designed to operate directly on a data warehouse built on relational databases,

through a comprehensive metadata laycf. This climinates airy ne(ld tc create rl31r{ ltr,:{i-
dimensional data cubes.

ROLAP is suitable for situations where users require unrestricted anaiysis o{a large volurlc of
data, different business areas require different multi-dimensional views over the same sourcL.

data, where there is a requirement to drill-down to a low level of detail without iriipacting on
the operational system, etc. ROLAP is not suitable where data storage is a limiting factor due

to the data redundancy.

) Uses of OLAP

i. In finance department, OLAP is used for budgeting, activity basecl costing lallolations).
financial performance analysis and financial modeling.

ii. In sales department, OLAP is used for sales analysis and forecasting.

iii. In marketing department, OLAP is used for market research analysis, sales forecasting,
promotion analysis customer analysis and market/customer segmentation.

iv. OLAP is used in production planning and defect analysis.

v. Just-in-time information: OLAP has the ability to provide managers with the information they
need to make effective decisions about an organizations strategic dire,:tions. OLAF has the

ability to provide information as needed, i.e., its ability to provide 'just-in-time' infbrination
for effective decision-making.

vi. A truly flexible data model ensrres that OLAP systems can respond to changing busincss

requirements as needed for effective decision making.

vii. OLAP enables analysts, managers and executives to gain insight into data throrrgh lirsl.

consistent, interactive access to a wide variety of possible views of information.

viii. OLAP transforms raw data so that it reflects the real dimensionality of the enterprise as

understood by the user.

ix. OLAP enables decision-making about future actions.

K. OLAP plays the role of a mediator to the various types of data sources and front-end
interfaces, as shown in following figure.
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Figure 2.2: Mediating role of OLAP server

An OLAP server provides with respect to the various types of databases and files in which
data may be stored and the numerous types of front-end packages that the end-users may need.

xi. OLAP cnables analysts to identify business strengths and weaknesses, business trends and the

rrntlcrrlyirrg causes of these trends.

) Benefits of OLAP

i. lucrelses the productivity of business managers, developers and whole organizations.

ii. Business users of, OLAP applications can become more self-sufficient, due to the inherent

flexibility of OLAP systems.

iii. OLAP enables managers to model problems that would be impossible using less flexible
systems with lengthy and inconsistent response time. More controls and timely access to

strategic information are equal to more effective decision-making.

lv. Developers can deliver applications to business users faster and providing better service by
using software specially designed for OLAP.

Faster delivery ofapplications also reduces the applications backlog.

OLAP applications are dependent on data warehouses and transaction-processing systems to
refresh their source level data. As a result, IT gains more self-sufficient rners without
relinquishing control over the integrity of the data.

Using OLAP, IT reduces the query drag and network traffic on transaction systems or the data

warehouse.

V.

vi.
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vii. By providing the ability to model real business problems and a more efficient use of people
resources, OLAP enables the organization as a whole to respond more quickly to market
demands. Market responsiveness, oftell yields improves revenue and profitability.

viii. OLAP analyzing data in a multi-dimensional format, often across multiple time periods, with
the aim of uncovering the business information concealed within the data.

ix. OLAP enables business users to gain an insight into the business through interactive analysis
of different views of the business datathat have been built up from the operational systems.

8. Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a systems approach to managing the entire flow of

inlorrlation, materials and services from raw materials suppliers through factories and warehouses to
thc t: nd customer. A supply chain is a network of supplier, manufacturing, assembly, distribution and
Iogistics lhcilities that perform the functions of procurement of materials, transformation of these
tnittcrials into intermediate and finished products and the distribution of these products to customers.
Supply chain arises in both manufacturing and service organizations. All ERP companies are now
oll-ering supply chain solutions'as a major extended feature of their ERP packages.

Supply chain management is a major application area of Internet Technologies and Electronic
Commerce (ITEO.

SCM is the management of a network of interconnected business involved in the provision of
product and service packages required by the end customers in a supply chain. SCM spans all
movement and storage of raw materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished goods from point ol'
origin to consumption.

SCM is a combination of art and science that goes into improving the way yorrr company linds
the raw components it need to make a product or service and deliver it to customers. It is an active
management of supply chain activities to maximize customer value and achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage. It represents a conscious effort by the supply chain firms to develop and run
supply chains in the most effective and efficient ways possible. Supply chain activities cover
everything from product development, sourcing, production and logistics, as well as the information
systems needed to coordinate these activities,

SCM is the oversight of materials, information and finances as they move in a process from
supplier to manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer. It involves coordinating and
integrating these flows both within and among companies, It is said that the ultimate goal of any
effective supply chain management system is to reduce inventory (with the assumption that products
are available when needed).
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Supply Chain Management (SCM) flows can be divided into three main flows:

i. The product flow

ii. The information flow

iii. The financial flow

The product flow includes the movement of goods from a supplier to a custorncr', ls wcll us nny

customer returns or service needs. It involves the transformation, movenrent lnrl slorrrger ol'g,oorls
and materials. They are the most visible piece of the supply chain.

The information flow involves transmitting orders andupdating the status ol'clclivcry. lt tlkrws
the various supply chain partners to coordinate their long-term plans, and to control thc day-to-day
flows of goods and material up and down the supply chain.

The financial flow consists of credit terms, payment schedulers and consignment and title
ownership arrangements.

The concept of supply chain management encompasses all activities relating to the supply chain.
This includes vendor selection, negotiation, relations and performance. It accommodates the

planning. procurement and delivery processes and personnel recruitment and training. It deals with
lltc vcndor owned buffer stocks, on-site inventory levels, off-site warehouse management, the

c:l'licicrtt usc of transportation and the tracking of in-transit items. Other issues include duty, import
tlucurttctttation and foreign currency management. A true supply chain application package will
support all these activities.

SCM enables collaboration, planning, execution and coordination of the entire supply chain,
empowering companies to adapt their supply chain processes to an ever-changing competitive
environment. The SCM solutions transform traditional supply chains from linear, sequential steps

into an adaptive supply chain network in which communities of custolner-centric, demand driven
companies share knowledge, intelligently adapt to changing market conditions and proactively
respond to shorter, less predicable life cycles.

There are two main types of SCM software planning applications and execution applications.

Planning applications use advanced algorithms to determine the best way to fill an order.
Execution applications track the physical status of goods, the management of materials and financial
information involving all parties.

Some SCM applications are based on open data models that support the sharing of data both
inside and outside the enterprise (this is called the extended enterprise, and includes key suppliers,
manufacturers and end customers of a specific company). This shared data may reside in diverse
database systems, or data warehouses, at several different sites and companies.
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By sharing this data, 'upstream' (with a conrpany suppliers) and 'downstream' (with a company's
clients), SCM applications have the potential to inrprove the time-to-market of products, reduce
costs, and allow all parties in the supply chain to better manage curent resources and plan for future
needs. Increasing number of companies are turning to web sites and web-based applications as part
of the SCM solution.

8. I Basic Components of SCM

The following are five basic components of SCM

i. Plan: This is the strategic portion of SCM. Companies need a strategy for managing all the
resources that go towards meeting customer demand for their product or service. A big piece
of SCM planning is developing a set of metrics to monitor the supply chain so that it is
efficient, costs less and delivers high quality and value to customers.

ii. Source: Companies must choose suppliers to deliver the goods and services they need to
create their product. Therefore, supply chain managers must develop a set of pricing, delivery
and payment processes with suppliers and create metrics for monitoring and improving the
relationships. And then, SCM managers can put together processes for managing their goods

and services inventory, including receiving and verifying shipments, transferring them to the
manufacturing facilities and authorizing supplier payments.

iii. Make: This is the manufacturing step supply chain managers schedule the activities necessary' for production, testing, packaging and preparation for delivery. This is the most metric-
intensive portion of the supply chain one where companies are able to measure quality levels,
production output and worker productivity

iv. Deliver: This is the part that many SCM insiders refer to as logistics, where companies
coordinate the receipt of order from customers, develop a network of warehouses, pick carriers
to get products to customers and set up an invoicing system to receive payments.

v. Return: This can be problematic part of the supply chain for many companies. Supply chain
planners have to create a responsive and flexible network for receiving defective and excess

products back from their customers and supporting customers who have problems with
delivered products.

)Advantages of Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Supply chain management enables:

Supply chain planning and collaboration.
Supply chain execution.

Supply chain visibility design and analytics,
Business benefits.
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Supply chain planning and collaboration: With SCM, we can model our existing supply
chain, set goals, and forecast, optimize and schedule time, materials ancl other resourcos.
Supply chain planning functionality enables us to maximize return on assets and cnsurcs a
profitable match of supply and demand.

Supply chain execution: SCM enables us to carry out supply chain planning and generatc
high efficiency at the lowest possible cost. We can sense and respond to demand through a1
adaptive supply chain network in which distribution, transportation, and logistics are
integrated into real-time planning processes.

Supply chain visibility design and analytics: SCM gives us network-wide visibility across
our extended supply chain to perform strategiq as well as day-to-day planning. The application
also enables collaboration and analytics, so we can monitor and analyze the performance of
our extended supply chain using pre-defined Key performance Indicators (KpIs).

Business benefits: SCM can help you transform a traditional linear supply chain into an
adaptive network with the following benefits.

(t' Fu:ster response to changes in supply and demand: With increased visibility into the
strpply chain and adaptive supply chain networks, we can be more responsive. We can
sense attcl respond quickly to changes and quickly capitalize on new opportunities.

It. lnt'rao:;ecl customer satisfactiou By offering a cofiunon information framework that
sttpports communication and collaboration, SCM enables us to better adapt to and meet
custorner demands.

c- Compliance with regulatory requirements: We can track and monitor compliance in
areas such as environment, health and safety.

d. Improved cash flow; Information transparency and ieal-time business intelligence can
lead to shorter cash to cash cycle tirnes. Reduced inventory levels and increased
inventory tums across the network can lower overall costs.

Higher margins: With SCM, we can lower operational expenses with timelier planning
for procurement, manufacturing and transportation. Better order, product and execution
tracking can lead to improvements in performance and quality and lower costs. We can
also improve margins through better csordination with business partners.

Greater synchronization with business priorities: Tight connections with trading
partners keep our supply chain aligned with curent business strategic and priorities,
improving our organizations overall performance and achievement of goals,

t
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9. Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM stands for Customer Relationship Management. It is a strategy used to learn more about

customer's needs and behaviours in order to develop stronger relationships with them. CRM is a
process that will help bring together lots of pieces of information about customers, sales, rnarketing
effectiveness, and responsiveness and market trends.

CRM or customer relationship management, is a company-wide business strategy designed to
reduce costs and increase profitability by solidifying customer loyalty. True CRM brings together
information from all data sources within an organization (and where appropriate, from outside the
organization) to give one, holistic view of each customer in real time. This allows customer facing
employees in such areas as sales, customer support and marketing to make quick yet informed
decisions on everything from cross-selling and up selling opportunities to target marketing strategies
to competitive positioning tactics.

Gartner Inc. defines CRM as follows:

"A business strategy, the outcomes of which optimize profitability, revenue and customer
satisfaction by organizing around customer segments, fostering customer-satisfying behaviours and
implementing customer processes. By definition then CRM technologies enable greater customer
insight, increased customer access, more effective interactions and integration throughout all
customer channels and back-office enterprise functions."

CRM can be described as the development and implementation of a strategy of handling
interactions with past, existing or future customers. It covers all customer oriented activities from
potcntial rnarket identification through to customer loyalty retention. It is technology enabled and
iltvolvcs data capture and analysis information generation and distribution, and customer-oriented
activity. CRM has a central database and integrates with an ERP system and different channels ol'
intcraction. CRM involves different participants and has the facility to manage these participants.
Finally, it distinguishes different emphasis in dealing with the customer, includinlg account
management and opportunity exploitation. CRM is about acquiring and retaining customers.
improving customer loyalty, gaining customer insight and implementing customer-focused
strategies.

CRM helps companies to achieve its objectives. It enhances the company's "front office",
focusing on sales, marketing and customer service. However, in order to be truly successful. CRM
must be seen as a combination of people, processes and systems rather than a narrowly defined IT
application. CRM is one piece of the new wave of ERP that focuses on outward facing processes,
typing them together with the inside the enterprise transaction processing engine of the original ERP
systems.

There are three key elements to a successful CRM initiative: people, process and technology.

The people throughout a company from the CEO to each and every customer service
representative to need buy into and support CRM. A company's business process must be
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reengineered to bolster its CRM initiative, often from the view of how can these processes better

serve the customer?

Firms must select the right technology to drive these improved processes, provide the best data to

the employees, and be easy enough to operate that users won't balk. If one of these thrce fbrtnclalitttts

is not sound, the entire CRM structure wiil crumble (fall down).

As such, CRM is best suited to help businesses use people, processes and technologv to glirt
insight into the behavior and value of customers. This insight allows for improved custotttcr scrvic:c.

increased call center efficiency added cross-sell and up sell opportunities, improvcd c:lttsc: rittcs.

streamlined sales and marketing processes, improved customer profiling and targcting, t'ctlttc:cd c:osts

and increased share of customer and overall profitability.

It is a strategy used to learn more about customer's need and behaviours in order to dcvclop

stronger relationship with them. After all, good customer relationships are at the heart of business

success. CRM is a process that will help bring together lots of pieces of information about

customers, sales, marketing effectiveness, and responsiveness and market trends.

CRM is a widely implemented model for managing a company's interaction with customers,

clients and sales prospects. It involves using technology to organize, automate and synchronize

business processes-principally sales activities but also those for marketing, customer service and

tcclrnical support. The overall goals are to find, atttact, and win new clients, service and retain those

thc oornpany already has, entice former clients to retum, and reduce the cost of marketing and client
sclvicc. CIRM describes a company wide business strategy including customer interface departments

irs wcll as other departments. Measuring and valuing customer relationships is critical to

irrrplcrrrrerrrl i ng this strategy.

) Goal of CRM

The idea of CRM is that it helps business use technology and human resources to gain insight into

the behavior of customers and the value of those customers. If it works as hoped, a business can:

i. Provide better customer service.

ii. Make call centers more efftcient.

iii. Cross sell products more effectively.

iv. Help sales staff close deals faster.

v. Simplify marketing and sales processes.

vi. Discover new customers.

vii. Increase customer revenues.
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F Functions,of CRM

CRM is a corporate level strategy, focusing on creating and maintaining relationships with
customers. CRM governs an organization's philosophy at all levels, including policies and processes,

front of house customer service, employee training, marketing, systems and information
management.

(lRM systems are integtated end-to-end across marketing, sales and customer service. A CRM
syslcnt should:

i. ltlcntify lactors important to clients.

ii. Pronrotc a customer-oriented philosophy.

iii. Adopt oustonrer based measures.

iv. Develop end-to-end processes to serve customers.

v. Provide successful customer support.

vi. Handle customer complaints.

vii. Track all aspects of sales.

viii. Create a holistic view of customer's sales and services information.

) Use of CRM

(lRM covers all interaction and business with customers. A good CRM program allows a

busincss to acquire customers, provide customer services and retain valued customers. Customer

scrvices can be improved by:

i. Providing on-line access to product information and technical assistance around the clock.

ii. Identifying what customer's value and devising appropriate service strategies for each customer.

iii. Providing mechanisms for managing and scheduled follow-up sales calls.

iv. Tracking all contact with a customer.

v. Identifying potential problems before they occur.

vi. Providing a user-friendly mechanism for registering customer complaints.

vii. Providing a mechanism for handling problems and complaints.

viii. Providing a mechanism for correcting service deficiencies.

ix. Storing customer interests in order to target customers selectively.

K. Providing mechanisms for managing and schedulcd nraintenarlce, repair and ongoing support.
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)Benefits of CRM

i. CRM systems enable companies to communicate with customers on a personal level.

ii. A company performing CRM provides a single corporate face to the customer wherever the
customer may encounter the company: through different business units, regional offices or
operational organizations within the company. Customers expect integrated, seamless,
multichannel customer service that is transparent whether the service is being provided by the
company or by a third-party service provider.

iii. CRM enables selling, call centers, e-business and data warehousin gldatamining.

iv. Quality and efficiency.

v. Decrease in overall costs.

vi. Increase profitability.

SUnaMARY
There are various technologies used in ERP system to improve the efficiency of the
organization and to streamline operations of the organization.
These various technologies are used to overcome the limitations of the ERP system if we are
integrating it with ERP system.

It is important that the ERP packages should integrate these technologies into their ERP
system in order to remain competitive and responsive to customers.
Some of these technologies are Data Warehousing and Data Mining, On-line Analytical
Processing (OLAP), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management
(cRM), Geographical Information systems (Gls), Decision support system(DSS),
Management Information System ( MIS ), Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR) etc.
Business Process Re-Engineering(BPR): BPR is a process of examining current
processes and redesigning those processes to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
an organization.

Management Information System(MlS): MIS is a system for processing data in order to
give proper information to the management for performing its functions. lt provides
information that is needed to manage organizations efficienily and effectively.
Decision Support System(DSS): DSS is a computer based information system that
supports business or organizational decision-making activities. DSSs serve the management,
operations and planning levels of an organization and help to make decisions, which may be
rapidly changing and not easily specified in advance. Decision support systems can be either
fully computerized, human or a combination of both

Executive Support System(ESS): An ESS is a class of information systems that supports
business and organizational decision-making activities. lt is an interactive software-based
system made to help decision makers, compile useful information from a combination of raw
data to identify and solve problems and rnake decisions.
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Data Warehousing: Data warehouse is a collection of data designed to support
management decision making. The primary concept of data warehousing is that the data
stored for business analysis can most effectively be accessed, by separating it from the data
in the operational systems. The collection of data used by a data warehouses may be
characterized as- subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile and time variant.

Data Mining: Data mining or knowledge discovery is the extraction of hidden predictive
information from large databases. Data mining tools predict behavior and future trends,
allowing business to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. Data mining tools can
answer business questions that traditionally were too time consuming to resolve. They scoul'
(search) databases for hidden patterns, finding predictive information that experts may miss
because it lies outside their expectations.

On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP): OLAP is the process of converting raw data into
business information through multi-dimensional analysis. OLAP enables business users to
gain an insight into the business through interactive analysis of different views of the
business data that have been built up from the operational systems. The four major
alternatives for implementing OLAP applications are: Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP),
Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP), Desktop OLAP (DOLAP), RelationalOLAP (ROLAP).

Supply Ghain Management (SCM): SCM is a systems approach to managing the entire flow
of information, materials and services from raw materials suppliers through factories and
warehouses to the end customer. SCM is the management of a network of interconnected
business involved in the provision of product and service packages required by the end
customers in a supply chain.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): CRM is a strategy used to learn more about
customer's needs and behaviors in order to develop stronger relationships with them.

ExERcIsEs
L What do you mean by business process reengineering?

2. Discuss the evolution of BPR.

3. Explain the term: Management Information System (MIS) in detail.

4. What are the advantages of MIS?

5. Explain Decision Support System (DSS) with its characteristics.

6. What are the benefits of DSS?

7. Explain Executive Support System (ESS).

8. Explain what is the role of ESS in the organization.

g. What are the advantages and disadvantages of ESS'/

10. What is data warehousins?
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11. Which tlpe of data is in data warehouse? Explain it.

12. What are the benefits of data warehouse?

13. Explain advantages of data warehouse.

14. Explain uses of data warehouse in detail.

15. What is data mining? Explain it with its evolution.

16. How does data mining works?

17. Which technologies are used in data mining?

18. Which tasks are performed by data mining?

19. Explain advantages of data mining.

20. Explain Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) in detail.

21. Which basic analytical operations are performed by OLAP?

22. Explain different types of OLAP.

21. What arc the uses of OLAP?

l,l. lixpllin bcncllts of OLAP.

15. lrxpllin the ternt: Supply Chain Management (SCM)

26. l,)xplain SCM t'low.

27 . Explain basic components of SCM.

28. What are the advantages of SCM?

29. What do you mean by Customer Relationship Management (CRM).

30. What are the goals of CRM?

31. Explain functions of CRM.

32. State the uses of CRM.

33. Explain the benefits of CRM.
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l. ERP Modules
All ERP packages contain many modules. The number and features of the modules varies with

the ERP package. Each module of ERP software corresponds to a major functional area of an

organization. An ERP software is designed to include modules so that it is easy to access a particular

option, it is easy to train staff and easy to understand. Generally it includes modules for material

purchasing, inventory control, product planning, product distribution, tracking the order, financial
ERP module, accounting, marketing, sales and distribution and human resource etc. Organizations

implement the modules in ERP thatare both economicaily and technically feasible and profitable.

Interrelation between Different ERP Modules

There are different modules in ERP like Sales and Marketing module, Human Resource module,

Finance and Accounting module, Production and Material Management, etc. All these modules are

interrelated.

Followingy'g. 3.1 shows the interrelation between different ERP modules:

3.1
(./.

utSt0tl
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Figure 3.1: lnterrelation between different ERP modules

Sales and Marketing Module: When customer gives an order, it will come in Sales and

Marketing module. From this module, the information passes in different modules like Human
Resource module, Finance and Accounting module, and Production and Material Management

module.

Sales and Marketing rnodule passes data to the Human Resource module about requirement of
personnel. It may be about hiring personnel or training information.

This module also gives data to Finance and Accounting module about payment schedule from
the customer.

It also gives the data to the Production and Material Management module about time limit and

cost estimation regarding customer order,

Human Resource Module: Human resource module receives data from sales and marketing
module about the requirement of personnel and training. It may be about hiring personnel or
training information. According to the sales and marketing data, human resource module pass
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infbrmation about hiring personnei (if any) and training information to the finance antl
Accounting module for budget preparation,

This module also receives data from Finance and Accounting module about payroll bc:nclits
and expenses.

According to the received data, it plans for the legal requirements, job candidates and prepare
training schedule and pass the details of it to the sales and Marketing module.

Finance and Accounting Module: Finance and accounting module receives data from
Human Resource rnodule about hiring personnel (if any) and training information for the
budget preparation. By receiving such data, this module prepares budget.

After preparing a budget, the information about payroll and expenses for hiring and training of
the personnel provides to the Human Resource module. Then human resource module
prepares training schedule and job requirement (if any) to the sales and marketing.

Similar information will be passes to the Production and Material management module
regarding budget for material, to prepare production plan as per the payment schedule of
custolner.

iv. Production and Material Management Modiile: By receiving data from Sales and
Marketing module and Finance and Accounting module, this module will manufacture
material on order it to suppliers as per the pian. Meanwhile the information will be passes to
the sales and marketing module regarding readiness of the material or production or order (i.e.,
forecasting). After readiness of material, material willbe delivered to the ntaterial departmr:nt
form supplier.

Afterreceipt of the material, material managementmodule will inform to the llrrancc rnodulc
regarding the cost for profit analysis.

Same infbrmation regarding availability and delivery will be passed to the suppliers also.

2. ERP Module for Finance
The financial activities of the finance department are recorded using various user interfaces and

these interface screens related to the finance department are grouped into a single menu option and
these set of options are called, o'the finance module".

Both types of organizations i.e. Profit organizations and non-profit organizations take benefit
from the impiementation of ERP t-tnancial module. The financial rnodule is the core of many ERF
software systems. It can gather financial data from various functional departments and generates
valuable financial reports such as balance sheet, general ledger, trial balance and quarterly financial
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statements. It performs financial operations of a company. Charts of groups and chart of accounts are

defined here. All vouchers related to journal entries, sales, purchase, receipt alld pavment are

recorded. Using finance module, a company can generate balance sheet, general ledger, trial balance,

profit and loss statement and daybooks besides many other transactional reports. It is integr:ited with

Sales, Purchase, Inventory, Costing and Equipment Maintenance.

The finance modules of most ERP systems will have the following sub-systems:

Financial Accounting (General ledger, Accounts Receivable/Payable, Special ledgers, Fixecl

asset accounting, Legal consolidation).

Investment Management (Investment Planning/Budgeting/Controlling, Deprcciltiott

Forecast/Simul ation/Ca1c ulation).

Controlling (Overhead Cost Controlling, Activity Based Costing, Product Cost Accounting,

and Profi tability Analysis).

Treasury (Cash Management, Treasury Management, Market Risk Management, Funds

Management)

v. Elterprise Controlling (Executive Information System, B.rsiness Planning and Budgeting,

Prolit Center Accounting).

) Features and Highlights

l. Caters to both national and international markets: user-defined formats for number, currency

and date.

ll.

111.

iv.

ll.
t2.

13.

2.

5.

Consolidated reports for any level of the company hierarchy.

Drill down reports to reach up to the voucher level.

Entering pending voucher details at the time of accounts creation.

Definition of subsidiary ledgers.

User definable precision for amounts (no. of digits after decimal).

Flexibility of Indian/ American number system.

Frinting of'amount in words in any language.

Multibranch accounting

Allocation of income and expenses to cost centers.

Department wise budget allocation for all accounts.

Online and batch posting of vouchers by authorized users.

Defining naruation for vouchers for ease of data entry.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0
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14. Flexible voucher numbering-daily, weekly, monthly, yearly and calry forward.

I5. Transaction limit for vouchers.

16. Upto 999 entries per voucher.

17. Transactions in multiple currencies.

18. Conversion mtes on selling/buying price.

19. Adjustments of exchange fluctuations.

20. Fiscal year definition.

21. Enterable sales/purchase voucher till sales/purchase modules are live.

22. Recurrent W (Joint venture) entries.

23. Replication of JV.

24. Receipt/paymentvoucher

i. against invoice/bill ii. on accounr

iii. new reference-against orders iv. advance adjustments

25. Complete TDS functionality.

26. TDS monitoring through integrated inputs from purchase and payments.

27. Debit notes/credit notes

i. on account ii. new reference-against order

iii. against invoice/bills iv. book closing

v. period closing vi. financial year closing

28. All accounts closing

29. Bank and cash closing

30. Transfer without closing-ability to work in two (2) financial years simultaneously.

3. ERP Module for Production Planning, Control
and Management

The term production or operations is often used interchangeably with manufacturing, because
modern production methods were first developed and applied in manufacturing industries. In the
process of evolution of manufacturing requirement planning (MRP) II into ERP, while vendors have
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deveioped more robust software for production planning, consulting firms have accumttlated vast

knowledge of implementing production planning module. Production planning optimizcs thc

utilization of manufacturing capacity, parts, components and material resources ttstng historiclrl

production data and sales forecasting. It must provide the inforrnation base upott wlticlt tltc ctttit'cr

operation should be run. It should contain the necessary business ruies to manage tlrc crttirc strpply

chain process rvhether within a facility, between facilities, or across the sntirc strpply cltititt.

Production planning helps an organization plan production with the optimum utilization o1' all

available resources. Material requirement planning is done based on the production advice generated

by the sales department. Feasibility of production is evaluated using details like raw material

availability and procurement time, machine availability and capacity. A production schedule is

generated for all rnachines where the scheduling is done in an optimize fashion based on the

priorities of production.

Production planning is integrated with sales, inventory, purchase and produciion.

Sornc ol'lhc major sub-systems of the module are:

i. Mutcrial arrcl capacity planning

ri. Slrop l)oor ct'rtrtrrll

iii. (-)rrirlity nrlrugcnrcnt

iv. .ll'l'/llcpctitive manufacturing

v. Clost management

vi. Engineering data nlanagement

vii. Engineering change control

viii. Configurationmanagement

ix. Serialization/lot control

x. Tooling

This module is used to record data related to the manu{bcturing department of the organization.

Data is recorded in this module when bili of materials have to be created, work orders have to be

created and WIP (Work in Progress) receipts are to be created for recording completed work orders.

Production planning module enables us to plan production, execute procluction, evaluate the

qualit5' of production, meet production goals and make our overall production planning process more

efficient.
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) Features and Highlights

.1. Process definition with inputs, outputs, by-products and overheads.

2. Definition of bill of material for all products up to any number of levels.

3. Planning based on customer wise production advice and sales forecast.

4. Material requirement planning (MRP) - MRP based on machine capacity and availability,
machine efficiency, raw material availability, lead time-giving feasible quantity for
production.

5. Production plan for machines with optimum utilization of all available resources like raw
materials and machines.

6. Option to revoke production plan to change input parameters/ production priority/quantity
using fresh production advice.

7. Generation of production schedule for machines detailing inputs and outputs.

8. Analysis of machine efficiency and utilization.

9. Automatic generation of MRS and purchase requisitions on finalization of plan.

10. Generation ofprocess requisition for processes that have to be subcontracted.

I 1. Reserving quantity for production.

12. Automatic generation ofjob orders for production.

13. Option to make daily plans for production.

4. ERP Module for Sales and Distribution
Sales is the most important and essential function for the existence of an organization. Sales

handle all the activities for domestic and export sales of an organization. The customer ancl product
database is maintained. Capturing enquiries, order placement, order scheduling and then dispatching
and invoicing from the broad steps of the sales cycle. Stock transfer between warehouses is also
covered. Besides all this, imponant analysis reports are provided to guide decision making and
strategy planning. Export documents are also generated.

Sales module implements functions of order placement, order scheduling, shipping and invoicing.
Sales module is closely integrated with organizations e-commerce websites. Many ERp vendors
offer online storefront as part of the sales module.

ERP marketing (distribution) module supports lead generation, direct mailing campaign and
more,
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Sales are integrated with inventory, production planning and finance. Typically, a sales and

distribution module will contain the following sub-systems:

i. Masterdalamanagement

ii. Order management

iii. Warehouse management

iv. Shipping

v. Billing

vi. Pricing

vii. Sales support

viii. Transportation

ix. Foreign trade

The sales and distribution module very
financial accounting modules for delivery
tlistribution and associated processes.

Inquiry F+louotation F-! contracts F->l Order

Delivery

Materials management lnvoice

Financial Accounting

Flgure 3.2: Sales and dlstribution

During sales order-processing the following basic frrnctions are carried out

i. Inquiry handling.

ii. Quotation preparation and processing.

iii. Contracts and conhact management (order management).

actively interacts with the material management and

and billing. Following figure shows the sales and

-r
Sales+

I

Shipping

I-f-
I

BillingL
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iv. Monitoring the sales transactions.

v. Checking for availability.

vi. Transferring requirements to materials planning (MRP).

vii. Scheduling the delivery.

viii. Calculating pricing and taxes.

ix. Checking credit limits.

x. Invoicing/billing.

xi. Creating printed or electronically transmitted documents (confirmations and so on).

The increased efficiency in sales and distribution is a key factor to ensure that companies retain a

competitive edge and improve both profit margins and customer service.

The sales, distribution and service module offer the automation of the business transactions like
sales queries, inquiries and quotations, sales orders, outline agreements such as contracts and

scheduling agreements, delivery/shipment, invoicing/billing, after sales support, etc.

) Features and Highlights

1. Handles pre-sales and sales activities of the organ ization.

2. Complete stock-to-stock tracking of sales order processing cycle.

3. Marketing surveys for estimating demand for various products to prepare an effective

marketing strategy.

4. Detailed customers/business partners/dealers database including bank details, TDS dctuils,

contact details and credit limit.

5. Target setting for executives.

6. Flexibility to define customer-specific prices for products and reference to customer part no.

7. Multiple dispatch location for customers/dealers.

8. Product definition: Upto 30 character user-defined product code, product category, group and

subgroup for classification of product.

g. Complete export documentation for export oriented companies.

10. Excise details.

11. Quotations and amendments to quotations with complete history.

12. Analyzing lost jobs.

E nte rpise Re sou rce P l a n ni ng



13. Different types of orders can be generated to suit varied needs of customers.

14. Order entry for direcVscheduled/open/sample order with details for dealers. incentives and
competition.

15. Order calculation based on price offered, discounts, excise, taxes, freight, etc.

16. Letter of credit details for association with sales orders.

17. Order amendment history.

18. Authorization of orders and invoices.

19. order scheduling over a period of time and tracking delivery schedule.

20. Order tracking tluough status and transaction reports.

21. Order processing.

22. Preparation of dispatch advice.

23. Multiple dispatches against single sales order.

24' Invoice generation with advance adjustments. Sales voucher automatically senerated in
finance.

25. Tracking sales returns.

26. Rejection invoice for rejections made against purchases with excise consideration.

27. Stock transfer between warehouses for multi-location companies.

28. Service invoice for services given to customers.

29. Variance reports.

30. Enables top view-consolidation of sales data for all child companies.

31. CRM integration through intemet-posting enquiries and sales orders on web by customers,
Importing the same into ERp after validations.

5. ERP Module for Human Resource Management
Human Resource (HR) is another widely implemented ERP module. HR module steam lines the

management of human resources and human capitals, HR modules routinely maintain a complete
employee database including oontact information, salary details, attendance, performance evaluation
and promotion of all employees. Advanced HR module is integrated with knowledge management
systems to optimally vtilize the expertise of all employees,
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The various sub-systems under the HR module are:

i. Personnel management (HR master-data, personnel administration, information svstems.
recruitment, travel management, benefits administration, salary administration).

ii. Organizational management (organizational structure, staffing schedules, job descriptions
planning scenarios, personnel cost planning).

iii. Payroll accounting (grossinet accounting, history function, dialog capability, multi-currency
capability, international solutions)

iv. Time management (shift planning, work schedules, time recording, and absence
determination).

v. Personnel development (career and succession planning, profile comparisons, qualifications,
assessments, additional training determination, training and event management).

)Features and Highlights

1. Highly parameteized, suitable for any organization, reduction in data entry.

2. Automation of recruitment procedure and maintenance of candidate databank.

3. Track of employee history of appraisals, promotions, transfer and separation.

4. uploading of attendance from various attendance recording machines.

5. Complete income tax functionality.

6. Generation of statutory PF, ESI and Income Tax reports.

7 " Manpower planning and recruitment (pre and post interview action plan for scheduling,
sclcction and evaluation).

Consultant databank.

Candidate databank.

Generation of call letters and appointment letters.

Training details-training program and analysis.

Drill down organizationchart with complete reporting structures.

Maintaining record of employees details including, job related details, qualification, work
experience, etc.

14. User defindble salary components for earnings, deductions, allowances and reimbursements
(no limitation on number of salary components per employee).

tJ.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.
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15. Formula based gradewise/designation wise/ location wise/employee wise salary structure.

16. Defining statutory parameters for PF, ESI, superannuation and gratuity.

17. Payroll calendar based on working days/payment days.

18. Professional tax according to locations.

19. Leave entitlement details for each employee.

20. Shift roster to generate employees working calendar.

21. Facility of full attendance transfer to mark 'present' for entire month and update leaves later to

reduce data entry effort.

22. Uploading attendance from swipe machine.

23. Recording advance compensating off department employee wise.

24. Arrearscalculation.

25. Loan structure, application and sanction of loan and updating in finance based on installation plan.

26. Bonus processing.

27. Category/employee wise salary processing taking into account attendance, salary components,

PF, ESI, arrears, tax and reimbursements.

28. Leave encashment.

29. Posting of salary details in finance.

30. Performance rating against various user defined performance factors at time of confirmation,

appraisal and promotion.

31. Employee history -promotions, transfers and salary increments.

32. Complete separation procedure settlement and exit interview, full and final salary processing,

gratuity and superannuation.

33. Income tax functionality
r Tax slabs/surcharge
o Investment details
r TDS plan generation on basis of LTA, perks, investments, HRA and CLA details.
o Statutory reports.
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6. ERP Module for lnventory Control System
Inventory covers all stock related functions of an organi zatian. Stock management and valuation

activities, which form the backbone of any organization generally, take a lot of time and resources.

lnventory handles all the store activities of issues, dispatches, receipts and quality control. The lot
wise stock of each item is maintained and various MIS are provided for tracking stock movement.

Inventory module facilitates processes of maintaining the appropriate level of stock in a

warehouse. The activities of inventory control involves in identifying inventory requirements, setting

targets, providing replenishment techniques and options, monitoring item usages, reconciling the

inventory balances and reporting inventory status. Integration of inventory control module with
sales, purchase, finance modules allows ERP systems to generate vigilant executive level reports.

ERP inventory management module facilitates recording of data in the inventory department.

Activities of the inventory department such as receipt of goods, delivery of goods, maintenance of
material in the stock sections, classifying all the materials, issuing of materials to the manufacturing

department, rejections from the suppliers are recorded with full.details.

) Features and Highlights

Online status of item quantity in terms of on-hand, on-hand available, reserved, ordered, to

order, rejected, defective and reworkable quantities.

Complete excise functionality and generation of excise registers.

Upto 30 character alphanumeric stock code.

Multiple levels of classification of items.

Excisable items -definition and chapter allocation.

Multiple units of measurement.

Alternate items for production planning.

Handling of non-stock low value items like stationary.

Lotwise tracking of inventory at shop floor and main stores.

Stock valuation -LIFOIFIFO/weighted average.

Material requisition from different requirement areas.

Purchasing and subcontracting.

Receiving material against sales order processing. mutcrial requirement, subcontracting, gate

pass and production requisition.

L

2.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

lJ.



14. Landed rate of items.

15. Quality control based on eC parameters.

16. Handling material rejections.

17. Rejected material dispatch to subcontractors.

18. Gate pass-retumable/non-returnable.

19. Cenvat claim for capital goods.

20. Analysis which help in maintaining optimum stock levels.

21. Phygical verification of stock.

22. Reallocation of reworkable stock.

23. Multiple warehouses/branches/regional offices.

24. Stock transfer-receipts from other warehouse.

25. Consolidation of all warehouses.

26. ('onsolidation at any level of company hierarchy.

Ittvc:ttlory lllallagement module allows us to manage our stocks on a quantity and value basis, plan
cttlcr ltlttl cltcck any goods movements and carry out physical inventory. In this, the user can easily
.btain an overview of the current stocks of any given material.

ERP Module for Quality Management
The ISo 9000 series and a host of other international standards define the functions of quality

management and the elements of a quality management system. The functions in the quality
management module support the essential elements of such a system. It penetrates all processes
within an organization. The task priorities according to the quality loop shift from production
(implementation phase) to production planning and product development (planning phase), to
procurement and sales and distribution, as rvell as into the entire usage phase.

The quality management module handles the traditional tasks of quality planning, quality
inspection and quality control. e.g., it supports quality management in procurement, product
verification, documentation and in the processing of problems.

The quality management modules internal functions do not directly interact with the data or
processes of other modules.

7.
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7.1 Quality Management Module - Functions
The quality management module fulfiis the following functions:

i. Quatity planning (management of basic data for quality planning and inspection planning,
material specifications, inspection planning).

ii. Quality inspection (trigger inspections, inspection processing with inspection plan selection
and sample calculation, print shop paper for sampling and inspections, record results and
defects, make the usage decision and trigger follow-up actions).

iii. Quality control (dynamic sample determination on the basis of the quality level history,
application ofstatistical process controi techniques using quality controi charts, quality scores
for inspection lots, quality notifications for processing internal or external problems and
initiating corrective action to correct the problems, inspection lot processing and problern
processing, quality management information system for inspection, results and quality
notilicalions).

Thc quality management module uses the systems integration to link the tasks of rluality
lrlanagcnletlt with those of the other applications, such as materials management, production,
srlcs/distribution and cost accounting. An inspection that is triggerecl automatically upol'l goocls
rcccipt is an example of this. The quality management module is integrated with the master-data and
proccsscs of the following applications:

i. Material management (purchasing, inventory management, warehouse management,
material requirements planning).

ii. Production (work scheduling, shop floor control)
iii. Sales and distribution (delivery, creation of quality certificates)

The quality management module supports the exchange of data with other applications in order to
prevent related data from being recorded and stored redundantly. e.g, the information provided by a
goods receipt posting relating to the material, vendor and lot size is automatically transferred to the
inspection lot data record when an inspection is triggered.

This module is related with each department and quality control test are performed at various
levels starting from raw materials till finished goods. It allows a wide variety of characteristics and
parameters to be specified in the stand inspection operations and maintain an extensive history to
improve product quality and identify recurring problems.

ERP quality management allows the quality department to define its own quality test cases
required at different juncture of production, beginning from quality check required during the inward
of raw materials. Further quality characteristics, parameters and expected results, under each quality
process check can be configured without any programming assistance.

This module enables you to build test cases to ensure quality. With this module you may identify
product issues and test for them. If we create a product that is strictly regulated by the government,
the quality management module will ensure us to meet regulations or compliances.
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8. ERP Market
The ERP market is a very competitive and fast growing market. The ERP market has grown

tremendously during the last few years, both in India and abroad. The ERP market continues to
benefit fi'om a widespread acceptance of the idea that business must have integrated information
systems to be competitive. The main reason for this enorrnous growth worldwide can, in particular,
be attributed to the inability of older systems to manage the conversion to year 2000, and other
factors such as, industry best practices, easy and faster implementation and good cost predictions.
Another factor behind the growth is that already existing clients acquire more licenses and modules.
The number of employees using the ERP system is increasing and the ERP clients who have started
with the basic modules will purchase subsequent applications. There is also a trend to replace
customized systems with standard application packages, like an ERP system.

The ERP market is concentrated towards the western countries, where 88 percent of the market is
located, according to the Gartner Group.

Therefore, it will have great potential in other parts of the world in the coming years. One of the
largest problems in the market today is the lack of competent people and so on, it is difficult for
cornpanies to ernploy people with ERP experience.

[]RP clients are ntost affected by this problem. Their employees who work with the system
beconte so called 'super users' and are very attractive in the job market. The consulting firms can
of-fer them better conditions and salaries, which make it diffrcult for clients to keep their employees.

The ERP market is now dominated by SAP. The others have more or less given up the first place
and are fighting for subsequent positions. The German vendor, SAP, occupies approximately 30
percent of the world market.

8. I SAP

In 1972, five former IBM employees - Dietmar Hopp, Hans-Werner Hector, Hasso Plattner,
Klaus Tschira and Claus Wellenreuther - launched a company called 'systems Apptications and
Products in Data Processing (SAP)' in Mannheim, Germany with a vision to develop standard
application software for real-time business processing. This company is now the recognized leader in
provicling collaborative business solutions for all types of industries and for every major market.
Toclay, SAP has installations in more than 107 countries and is the world's largest business software
company and the world's third largest independent software provider overall.

By using SAP solutions, organizations of all sizes-including small and mid-size enterprises-can
rcduce costs, improve performance and gain the agility to respond to changing business needs. SAP
has also developed the SAP Netweaver platform, which allows customers to achieve more value
from their IT investments.
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The SAP system operates on the multiple OS platforms-UNlx, NT and OS/400 and can use most

of the established databases. SAP's clients are mainly big international companies with revenue of at

least 300 million. The system SAP has more than 7500 clients in over 90 countries.

SAP was the first to enter the market dnd thereby, gained early market shares, which is probably

the most important reason for their success. In terms of revenue, profit, earnings per share, research

and development spending and market share, SAP is far ahead of its competitors. Today, SAP has a

customer base that includes more than 32,000 organizations in 120 countries around the worlds. SAP

is the No.l vendor of standard business applications software and is the fourth largest independent

software supplier in the world.

SAP has 27 major industry verticals and is continuously being upgraded. Some of them are

follows:

Aerospace and defence, Automotives, Chemicals, Consumer Products, Engineering, Constructiott

and Operation, Hightech, Healthcare, Industrial machinery and components, Mill projects, Mining,

oil and natural gas, Pharmaceuticals, Retail, Professional services, Utilities, Wholesale distribtrtion.

)Strengths of SAP

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Long-term partnership with customers.

In-depth knowledge of business.

Experience of integrating business processes within and across enterprise.

Commanding market position.

Brand recognition.

Sound fi nancial situation.

Functionality covering a wide range of 27 industry-specific solutions.

Attractiveness of mySAP.com portal for its existing large customer base.

Sustained investment in R & D.

Very strong and qualified consultants.

Strong technology, very broad and hard core ERP solution (R/3).

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

)Weaknesses of SAP

A problem for SAP is that the growth of the market for large companies, SAP's primary clients,

tends to slow down.
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Some analysts say that SAP R/3 is too big and complex for srnaller clients. SAp must develop
smaller and cheaper systems for this group.

SAP's commitment to product development is unrivalled.

The most significant problem with the Ri3 system is its implementation complexity.

According to certain analysis, the 'typical' SAP implementation takes somewhere between
eighteen months and five years. However, SAP does not make money on long implementation time,
since their partners perform the implernentation of SAP V3. Therefore, they -uk" lurg" efforts in
reducing the implementation time.

8.2 Oracle

Oracle Corporation (founded in 1977) is the world's second largest softwarc conrpilny gltl tlrc
leading supplier of software for enterprise information management.

SAP's nearest challenger, oracle came with its product oracle E-Busincss srrilc. l lr. olrclc
established itself as the largest database vendor before moving into the ERP scg'tcrrt i. l9u().

oracle keeps all of the information and manages the business proccsscs in opc singlc
wcll- orgaltizcd database. Whether from oracle E-business suite or any other vendor-custonr or
lcg:tcy-business applications can be managed and operated more simply and at less cost because all
thc clata is kept in one place. Its applications were developed without the constraints of legacy
systcttts and were among the first to use the advanced capabilities of relational database design.

Oracle is the second largest software company in the world, only beaten by Microsoft. Oracle was
the first to provide business intelligence solutions and the first to begil to integrate the internet into
their products.

Oracle employs more than 55,000 people in more than 145 countries around the world.
Headquartered in Redwood shores, Califomia, oracle is the first software company to implement the
Internet computing model for developing and deploying enterprise software across its entire product
line: databases and relational servers, application development and decision support tools and
enterprise business applications.

The different verticals identified by oracle are:

Aerospace and defence, Automotives, Chemicals, Communications, Consumer packaged goods,
energy, tsngineering and Construction, Financial services, Government, Healthcare, High
technology, higher education, Industrial manufacturing, Life sciences, professional services. Retail.
Travel and transportation, Utilities.
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Designed to support both discrete and process rnanufacturing environments, oracle manufacturing
drives continuous process improvement, lowers operating costs and ensures regulatory compliance.
The manufacturing products of oracle can be divided into four major categories, which are:

i. Discrete manufacturing

ii. Process manufacturing

iii. Flowmanufacturing

iv. Shop floor management

)Strengths of Oracle

i. Oracle's core product is database applications which forms the basic foundation of an ERp
package.

ii. Good reputation of horizontal applications for functionality and scalability.

iii. Stronginternationalprofessionalservices.

iv. Early lnternet architecture adoption and entry to CRM market.

v. One of the top leaders in the ERP market position.

vi. Financially sound global organization.

vii. Sustained investment in R & D.

viii. Very competitive in ERP functionality and in pricelperformance ratio, its vary broad product
portfolio has been attained both through shategic acquisitions ancl intemal procluct
development.

)Weaknesses of Oracle

Regarded as a late entrant in the ERP system.

Product integration issues.

Insuffi cient sales execution.

8.3 PeopleSoft

Peoplesoft was established in 1987 to provide innovative software solutions that meet the
changing business demands of enterprise worldwide, In June 2005, peoplesoft merged with oracle
corporation. While the peoplesoft enterprise solutions are being nrarketed under Oracle peoplesoft
Enterprises Applications, the peoplesoft support, consulting, education, hosting and financing are
now integrated with oracle service.
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Oracle's Peoplesoft Enterprise applications are designed for the most complex business

requirements. They provide web services integration with multi-vendor and homegrown applications

and can be easily configured and adapted to meet the most unique customer requirements. In

addition, Peoplesoft Enterprise supports a very broad choice of technology infrastructure. The

enterprise applications include: campus solutions, customer relationship management, enterprise

performance management, financiai management, human capital management, service automation

(project management), supplier relationship management (procurement), and supply chain

management.

The benefits of the peoplesoft enterprise applications include:

i. Accelerate the path to fusion.

ii. Deliverbest-in-classbusinessprocesses.

iii. Drive superior ownership experience.

Peoplesoft's business solutions are built with the flexibility to fit today's business. The company

is a leading provider of enterprise software that ties together back-of{ice applications and databases.

Peoplesoft has got three products-peoplesoft enterprise, peoplesoft enterpriseone, and

peoplesoftworld.

) Peoplesoft Enterprise

It is lrascd olt pllre Internet Architecture designed for flexible configuration and. open,

nrulti-vcndor integration. It is ideally suited for functionalities like-human resources, finance, IT,
procurement, marketing, services and sales across all industries.

) People EnterpriseOne

It is a complete suite of modular, pre-integrated industry specific business applications designed
for rapid deployment and case of administration on a pure Internet architecture.

It is ideally suited for organizations that manufacture, construct, distribute, service or manage

products or physical assets.

) PeopleSoft World
It is an application suite for the IBM iseries platform. The applications are tightly integrated and

pre-bundled on a single database with a web-enabled architecture.

Thc industrial segments that peoplesoft caters to are:

r\ulornotiver, Banking and capital markets, Chemicals and lubricants, Communications,
('orrslruction, C.lonsumer products, Energy, Government, Field service organizations, Health care,

l'ligh-tech electronics, Higher education, Home builder, lndustrial manufacturing, Insurance, Life
scicnces, Paper and packaging, Professional services organization, Real estate, Retail, Staffing Utilities.
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8.4 BAN N/SSA G lob

SSA was founded in December 1981 and has its headquarters in Chicago, USA. In August 2006,

SSA Global underwent an identity change adopting the name of its new owner Infor.

ERP should support the way you want to work, not lock you into one way of operating. SSA ERP

is what you need to automate, plan, collaborate and execute according to your specific business

requirements. It is designed for a wide range of manufacturing industries and used by more

companies to actually manufacturing products than any other ERP system. Its rtodern, flexible
architecture and web-based user interfaces deliver competitive advantage, while its superior

frurctionality enables you to automate key business processes, meet changing demands and

collaborate internally between departments, and externally across your supply chain. Integration with
SSA Leanware facilitates the transition from traditional to lean manufacturing.

BAAN'S (SSA Global) strategy concentrates on manufacturing and logistic systems and operates

on UNIX and NT.

To minimize the time to market, BAAN has acquired several software companies with corporate

linancials specialists which is the most notable of fifteen acquisitions in eighteen months.

Acquisition certainly reduces time to market, but it also necessitates the development of interfaces

with BAAN and its integration. BANN's acquisition has been costly and it showed weak results for
the third and fourth quarter of 1998.

BAAN maintains that although the componentization of its products is a lengthy process, it is
considerably less difficult than the task faced by SAP.

SSA Global targets the following verticals:

Aerospace and defence, Automotives, Business services, Chemicals, Consumer packaged gc'ods,

Industrial machinery and equipment, Financial services, General process manufacturing,
Government and education, Healthcare, High-tech electronics, Hospitality and gaming, Medical
products, Devices and equipments, Pharmaceuticals and biological, Retail.

SSA ERP (BAAN) helps companies to:

i. Reduce operational costs and improve efficiency.

ii. Enjoy better visibility oftransactions across the enterprise.

iii. Make better business decisions.

iv. Deliver the right product at the right time.

v. Keep customer promises.

vi. Adopt manufacturing best practices.

Enterpise Resource Planning
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8.5 Comparison of Current ERP Vendors

:,C-riteii,a 'oicsli':i $AP-ir, rr,:BANNlj iteontesoft'
1 Completeness of

functionality with
in-core package.

Yes, but maintenance
module is available
through maximo. Project
scheduling and advanced
scheduling and add-ons.

Yes, except
advanced
production
scheduling.

Yes, except
advanced
production
scheduling.

Complete
solution is not
internal.

2. Project scheduling Primavera Internal Internal Primavera link

Advanced planning
and scheduling

l'1 rhythm Limited internal
and l2 Rhvthm

No link Available

4. Multi-plant
maintenance

Maximo link Available Not complete Available

Localization Available Available Available Available

o. Architecture 3-Tier web 3-Tier web 3 - Tier 3-Tier

7. Choice in OS UNIX,NT UNIX.NT.OS 4OO UNIX, NT UNIX, NT

8. Database Oracle Multipie Multiple DB2l4OO,SQL
server and
oracle.

I Development tools-
proprietory -P
open -O

Oracle designer and oracle
developer, oracle (o)

ABAP BAAN 4 GL
Tools (P)

8.6 Comparison of Current ERP Packages

The ERP packages available in the market come with different functionalities and features. Sonre
of the basic functional and technical features are as follows:

:funCtionatitnr ,ts-{AN. 'i.SAf,:ir .ONASLE P.*oplesoft
1 Plant

rnaintenance
module

Not available and
provided a very
primitive support
through their service
management module
which cannot be
compared with the
functionality by SAF
R/3.

Full fledged plant
maintenance
module tightly
integrated with
other SAP module
is available.

Available Available

2. HR rnodule Currently not
available

HR module to
handle personnel
planning and
development and
p6rsonnel
administration and
is integra:ed with
other modules of
SAP R/3,
Indianleed payroll
also available.

HR module
available but not
localized. No
localized payroll,

Peoplesoft HR
module ha$
been designed
to handle HRD
issues and has
come up with
lmpressive local
favour to eult
lndlan payroll
and other
conditions,
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J. Activity based
costing

Not available in BAAN
but is interfaced with
a third party package
'Hyperion'

Full fledged ABC
functionality
available as oart of
SAP R/3.

ABM module
available and has
similar
functionalities.

PS can create
budget on
activity-based
costing.

4. Supply chain
optimization

lntegration with a
product called 'APS'
from Berclain.

Offers a full
fledged supply
chain solution that
caters to demand
forecasting, supply
network, planning,
and schedulino.

Limited
functionalities
available in supply
chain, advanced
planning and
scheduling
activities.

Supply chain
not available.
Available on NT.

5. Treasury Not available Available Available Available
b. Profitability

analysis
Available Available Available Available

7. Profit centre
accounting

Available configured
as dimensions. No
intelligence built into
cater to profit centre
requirements like
transfer pricing.

Fully supported Available.
Transfer pricing
not supported.

Available

8. Capital
investment
planning and
budgeting with
links to fixed
assets

Not Available Available Not Available not Available

o CRM solution Available through
'Aurum'.

Fullfledged CRM
solution covering
field sales,
marketing, service
and Internet sales
available.

Available Available

10 Project planning
and scheduling

Available Available Only project
costing and billing
supported within
the package. MS
projects or
primavera to be
interfaced for
planning and
scheduling
complex.

Available

11. Ease of
Use/Navioation

Average Complex Complex Easy and simple

12. Indlan locallzation
cater to all
Indlrect taxatlon
requlrements llke
exclse, MODVAT,
TDS, Octral, etc,

Available Available Available Available
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13 Reporting: Data
warehousing Tool

Not Available Business
intelligence
solution (BW/SEM)
available as part of
my SAP.com with
excel front end.

BIS available
through a group of
existing products.

OLAP-based
business
intelligence
solution.

14. Early warning
system

Not Available Inbuilt email
system is used to
generate
reports/mails
based on user
defined rules.

Available Available

15. Technology:
Workflow

Not Available Full-fledged
workflow
functionality
available and
supports
multistage
workflow.

Workflow is
limited to a few
areas only.

Available

16. System and
network
administration
Tools

Not Available. Need
CA Unicenter or
Tivoli.

Computing centre
management
system available.

Need separate
tools.

Not available

17. Transport request
for transfer of
confiqurations

Not available Available Not available Not available

18. Performance over
a WAN

About 7-8 KBPS per
user

About 3.5 to 4
kbps per user

About 7-8
kbps/user

About 7-8
kbps/user

19. lnternet
Technology and
E-business

Not available Available Available Available

20. lntegration with
MS-office

Not available Available Not available Available

21 lmplementation:
upgrade

BAAN lVc-the current
product being offered
in India has been
largely rewritten in
BAAN ERP-the new
release being offered
globally. Upgrade to
BAAN ERP from
BAAN lVc is like a
new implementation.

Clear upgrade path
between releases.

Available Available

22. Support services No equivalent of
OSS-only 24*6 hour
support for critical
incidents.

OSS (Online
Support System) is
available that
provides 24*7
support across the
qlobe.

3 different service
levels exist, All
customers are not
automatically
eligibfe for 24*7
suppod.

OSS is available
that provides
24*7 support
across the
globe.
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23. Methodology DEM is positioned as
a modeling tool
integration between
DEM and BAAN
svstem.

A SAP
methodology-
proven and
adopted by
oartners.

24. Ease of
imolementation

Average Complex Complex Easy

1.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

IL

Disadvantages of Non-ERP System
People in one department cannot access easily an information about what is happening in the
other departments. May be at the top management level, the summary reports are being
circulated to other departments also, but these summary reports often final in capturing the
real picture.

Able to give only that information which is designed for that department.

Most of tasks were done manually, so a task that involved the coordination of two or three
departments would take number of days in a non-ERP environment.

Numerous workflows and procedures are required to run the business which may not be
documented.

Non-availability of real-time information.

Possibility of manual errors in manually operated financial and operational data.

Due to non-collaboration of departments, their response time gradually increases.

Also sometimes, the departmental objectives can be conflicting.

Different softwares are used for different departments so individual departments have to buy
and maintain their own software systems.

Different departments must have their separate backup system, which also increases memory
cost.

Separate security systems needs to be applied at different departments.

9. I lmportance of ERP

1. ERP systems makes it easier to track the workflow across various departments and reduce the

operational costs involved in manually tracking and perhaps duplicating data using individual
and disparate system.

2. A unified and single reporting system to analyze the statistics/numbers/status, etc. in real-time,
across all the function/departments.

3. Saves time and expenses.



4.

5.

It protects sensitive data by consolidating multiple security systems into a single structure.

ERP can greatly improve the quality and efficiency of business. By keeping a company's
internal business process running smoothly, ERP can lead to better outputs that will benefit the
company such as customer service and manufacturing.

ERP provides support to upper-level management to provide them with critical dccision
making information.

ERP makes the company more flexible and less rigidly structure in an effort to allow the
different part of organization to become more cohesive, in turn, enhancing the business both
internally and externally.

ERP systems are more secure as cenhalized security polices can be applied to them and all the
transactions happening via ERP systems can be tracked.

It is possible to integrate other systems (e.g., bar code reader), to the ERP system through an
API (Application Programming Interface).

Automation and module inteeration.

0. Benefits of lntegration
Diflbrent modules in the ERP system are integrated. So they are able to send and receive data
across departmental barriers.

Improves productivity and reduces response and reaction time.

Automation and time reduction/fast response: Tasks are completed within minutes while it
were take few hours or days before ERP module integration. Tasks are completed within
minutes just by an action intiated by a single person (which triggers a lot of other processes in
many different modules).

Stores all the data in a central database and all the modules update the database on a real-time
basis, the information available in the database is current up-to the minute.

complete visibility of all departments of an organizationis possibre.

Automatic and coherent workflow from one department/function to another to ensure that
smooth transactior/completion of processes.

Single database is implemented on the back end to store all the information required by ERP
system and that enables centralized storage/backup ofall enteirprise data.

Chronological history of every transaction through relevant data compilation in every area of
operation.

Order tracking from acceptance through fulfillment.

6.

8.

9.

10.

2.

a
J.

4.

8.

9.

I

I

5.

6.
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10.

11.

Revenue tracking from invoice through cash receipt.

Matching purchase orders (what is ordered), inventory receipts (what arrived) and costing
(what the vendor invoiced).

Eliminate the need to slmchronize the changes between multiple systems: consolidation of
frnance, marketing and sales, human resource and manrrfacfuring applications.

It brings legitimacy and transparency in each bit of statistical data.

It enables standard product naming/coding.

| | . Standardization of Data Code
Before to see what is standardization and why it is required, we will see an example of

Data Non-Standardization: Suppose an organization has three plants at 3 different locations- 001,
0002 and 0003. All these plants use same bearing:

Material: Ball Bearing ID: 25 mm OD: 47mm, Width: 12 mm Catalog # 6005

However, in each plant it has different material code and description. Even the same bearing is
having two different material codes and descriptions in one plant. This example may sound too
exaggerating in the first look. Howevero reality may not be too different. If analyzed closely the
master date team can filter out many such examples. This is an example of Data
Non-Standardization. No unique material code number. No unique or standard way of description.

This kind of situation leads to issues like lack of visibility of a material or product across the
enterprise, higher inventory - same material purchased under different codes and lor descriptions,
etc.

As a broad variety of standards have developed in the field of information technology. Standards
are available at various levels and originate from different standardizationbodies. Although it would
be desirable from a technological standpoint to have a single accepted standard over the enterprise,
standardization is necessary.

Data standardization refers to the use of the same set of codes to encode data throughout a
system. Standardization is the process of developing and implementing technical standards. To
achieve the unique enterprise database, data standardization is essential. Data standardization gives
unique identity to the every data entry all over the enterprise. So it is easy to understand and. analyze
the data. Standardizing data helps you make the source data internally consistent; that is, each data
type has the same kind of content and format.

Data standardization first step to ensure that your data is able to be shared across the enterprise. It
establishes trustworthy data for used by others applications in the organization. Ideally, such

12.

13.

14.



standardization should be performed during data entry. If, for some reason it is not possible, a

comprehensive backend process is necessary to eliminate any inconsistencies in the data.

The standardize stage builds on the interpretation of the data during the investigate stage. The

standardize stage reformats data and creates a consistent data presentation with fixed and discrete

columns, according to company requirements. To correctly parse and identify each element and

place them in the appropriate column in the output file, the standardize stage uses rule sets that are

designed to comply with standards or conventions. The standardize rule sets can assimilate the data

and append additional information from the input data.

The standardize stage parses free-form and fixed-format columns into single-domain columns to

create a consistent representation ofthe input data.

i. Free-form columns contain alphanumeric information of any length as long as it is less than or

equal to the maximum column length defined for that column'

ii. Fixed-format columns contain only one specific type of information, such as only numeric,

character, or alphanumeric, and have a specific format.

Standardized data is important for the following reasons:

i. Effectively matches data.

ii. Facilitates a consistent format for the output data.

)Goals of the Standardization

To provide common definitions for information in records, which will facilitate the effective

use, understanding, and automation of records.

To standardize athibute values, which will enhance data sharing.

To resolve discrepancies related to the use of homonyms and synonyms in record systems,

which will minimize duplication within and among those systems.

)The Benefits of Standardizing Data

i. Data sharing/Communications: Standardized data is more easily understood; standardization

allows agencies to exchange data freely when based upon a common set of definitions and

understandings about the data and its features.

ii. Elimination of redundancy: Standardization contributes directly to theteduction and in some

cases the elimination of duplication and redundant gathering of similar data and database

construction.

i.

ii.

iii.
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tv.

I\{aintainability: Standardized data formatting and rules for data entry can mean that new

information can be entered more easily.

Direct Costs: Standardized data allows for minimal post processing requirements and leads

directly to more efficient use of data and technical resources; plus it adds to the effectiveness

of computer operations by providing predictable data. That is, if, because of standardization, a

programmer knows the range of values and the types of information to expect in various

fields, then few conditional checks are required and the code will execute more rapidly.

Correlating disparate data: By translating disparate databases to the same standard,

databases which at first appear to be incompatible may in fact be compatible and

complementary.

Effective computer operations: Effective computer operations means that automated

systems work best when data is predictably located in a data set, as in a data set which
conforms to certain standards. This increases retrieval times, can reduce storage requirements,

and enhances program code requirements.

Reduced need for data translation: With the advent of standardized data available for view
and analysis over the web, the need for translation software diminishes.

Cost benefits: Data sharing and partnerships, allowing for reduction of data duplication, and

for best use of capabilities, leads directly to more efficient use of data and technical and

human resources, thus enabling the reduction of overall costs.

)When to Standardize, and When Not to Standardize

In general, standardize when any of the following circumstances arise:

You have an existing database that will be combined, joined or coordinated with anothcr

database that is standardized or will be standardized, or

You are designing a new database for the first time, or

Analog data is being automated, or

Automated data is to be exchanged, or

Substantial amounts of analog (hard copy) data will be exchanged with an agency using

automated data.

v.

vt.

vlt.

vlll.

l.

ii.

iii.

iv.



In general, do not standardiie when both of the following conditions are met:

i. Your data will never be shared or exchanged, and

ii. Your data set is so small that there is no practical reason to automate it.

The full benefits of data standardization will only be achieved if organizations use the same data
element definitions and if those definitions are available for all business partners to search, retrieve
and use for message specification development.

SUvTMARY
r ERP software is made up of many software modules.

r Each ERP software module has a major functional area of an organization.
o The number and the features of the modules may be different according to the ERp package

and vendor.

r Modules are to permit automating of some functions but not others.

' Some common modules, such as finance and accounting, are adopted by nearly all users;
others such as human resource management are not.

. Organizations implement modules that are both economically and technically feasible and
profitable.

o lt includes, modules for material purchasing, inventory control, product planning, product
distribution, tracking the order, financial ERP module, accounting, marketing, and human
resource.

o Different modules of the ERP have interelation between their different modules.

' Every module in the ERP package corresponds to a major functionality and plays an
important role in the ERP package to smooth the workflow.

o Module makes ERP package easy to understand and also helpful to train the staff.
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ExeRcrsEs
1. Which are the modules present in ERP? Explain interrelation between different ERP modules.

2. Explain Finance module in detail.

3. Which are the sub-systems of Finance module? Explain its features and highlights.

4. Explain ERP module for Production Planning, control and management.

5. Explain ERP module of Sales and Distribution (Marketing).

6. Which functions are carried out during Sales and Distribution (Marketing) module?

7. Explain features and highlights of Sales and Marketing module.

8. Explain ERP module for Human Resource management.

9. Explain features and highlights of Human Resource module.

10. Explain quality management module in detail.

11. Short note on - ERP Market.

12. Explain SAP in detail with strengths and weaknesses of it.

13. Explain Oracle in detail with strengths and weaknesses of it.

t4. Explain Peoplesoft in detail with strengths and weaknesses of it.

15. Explain BAAN / SSA in detail with strengths and weaknesses of it.

16. Compare different ERP vendors.

i. Oracle vs. SAP ii. Oracle vs. BAAN

iii. Oracle vs. PeopleSoft iv. SAP vs. BAAN

v. SAP vs. PeopleSoft vi. BAAN vs. peopleSoft
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17. Compare different ERP packages:

i. Oracle vs. SAP

iii. Oracle vs. PeopleSoft

v. SAP vs. PeopleSoft

18. Explain disadvantages of non-ERP system.

19. Explain importance of ERP.

20. Explain benefits.of integration.

ii. Oracle vs. BAAN

iv. SAP vs. BAAN

vi. BAAN vs. PeopleSoft

Or
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ERP lmplementotion Life

l. ERP lmplementation Life Cycle
The process of ERP implementation is referred to as, "ERP Implementation Life Cycle".

When we are thinking about ERP implementation life cycle, we must keep one thing in our mind
that, the organizational culture and the nature of projects will be different fronr company to
company. So, two ERP implementations can never be identical. They will vary depending on thc
size, nature of projects, complexity of projects, development methodology, organizational culturc,
etc. The objectives, the different phases, the sequence of, these phases and other details of the ERP

implementation. will vary from organization to organization.

ERP implementation life cycle focus on the ERP project which is carried out to make ERP up and

running. ERP project is gone through different phases. Most often these phases do not necessarily
depend on one another in a sequence, i.e., one phase might start before previous phase has finished.
So there are no clear separating lines between these phases. But, logical order of phases is followed.

All the phases of ERP implementation life cycle may not be applicable in all cases. e.g., If the
organization have already identified a particular package, then first phase of life cycle, i.e.,
pre-selection screening and package evaluation is skipped.

There are different phases of ERP implementation life cycle, as described below.

4 t'l
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l.l Different phases of ERP lmp,lementation
Different phases of ERP implementation

i. Pre-evaluation screening

ii. Package evaluation

iii. Project planning phase

iv. Gap Analysis

v. Reengineering

vi. Customization/configuration

vii. Implementation team training

viii. Testing

ix. End-user trainine

x. Going live

xi. Post implementation phase

Go
ahead

Figure 4.1

Gap analysis

team traini

Configuration

End-user trainino
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) Pre-evaluation Screening

It is the first phase of EttP implementation life cycle. It begins when the company decides to
implement ERP package. So, in pre-evaluation screening, it starts to search for the perfect package.
But, there are various ERP packages in the market. Not all packages are same, each has its own
weakness and strength. From them, to find out the package which is flexible enough to meet the
company's need and customized to obtain 'good fit'. And it is very time-consuming process. So it is
better to shortlist the packages and not be more than 5.

After shortlisting of package do superficial or detail study of packages, by considering strong
points and weak points of each package and then shortlist them according to the requirement of
organization and appropriate suit for different departments. And eliminate those packages that are
not suitable for company's business processes.

while selecting a perfect package for a company, we are comparing (following) points:

History (origin) of package that few determines the type of business it is suited fbr.

Cost-license, training, customization, maintenance etc.

Years of existence

Past experience

v. Time required (for implementation, training, etc)

vi. Functional fit with the company's business.

vii. Degree of integration between the various components of ERp system.

viii. Flexibility and scalability

ix. Complexity

x. Feedback from customers

xi. Effectiveness

xii. Transparency

xiii. Userfriendliness

xiv. Quickimplementation

xv. Availability of regular upgrades

For this pre'evaluation screening, selection committee will be assigned. By considering the above
criteria, it will decide the appropriate package. Once a package is selected, detail evaluation process
'starts.
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) Package Evaluation

Package evaluation/selection is one of the most important phase of the ERP implementation
because, selection of our package will decide success or failure of the project. Because once we have

purchased a package and invested in it, it is not easy task to switch it into another one if any failure or
problem, occurs in it. So it is very important phase of ERP implementation so 'Do it right first time'.

Selected package of ERP should be flexible enough to customize as per company's need or 'good
llt' to company. Selection committee will perform this task of evaluating a package. Selection
conrrnittee keeps in mind the reality that none of the package is perfect. So we do not find the perfect
orre but to find apackage that is flexible enough to meet the need of company and good fit to it. It is
irnpossible to get a system that will perform exactly as the company does business but the aim is to
get the system that has least number of differences.

Our selected package should fit to the different departments needs, so we consider all the

departments in the selection of package. And so it is a team decision not a one-man decision.

Thus, it should harre department wise as well as company acceptance.

Selection committee considers the same points, as discussed above lbr ERP packagc

selection/evaluation i.e.,

i. History of package

ii. Cost

iii. Years of existence

iv. Past experience

v. Time required

vi. Functional fitness with company needs

vii. I)egreeofintegration

viii. Flexibility and scalability

ix. Complexity

x. Feedback from customers

xi. Effectiveness

xii. Transparency

xiii. Userfriendliness

xiv. Quickimplementation

xv. Availability of regular upgrades

xvi. Local support infrastructure

xvii. Database and their independency, security.

E nte rp ri se Re so u rce P I an n i n g
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Selection committee should be entrusted with the task of choosing a package for company.

Committee involves people from various departments, top management and consultants
(package experts), playing different roles.

People from different departments describes their needs. Package expert or consultant acts as

mediator to explain pros and cons of each package and top management to decide best-fit for
company's business.

) Project Planning Phase

This is the phase that designs the implementation process.

In this phase details of "how to go about implementation, time schedules and deadlines etc" are
tlccidcd.

Roles are identified and responsibilities are assigned in this phase.

The organizational resources are decided and people who are supposed to head are identified.

Everyone's scope of work is defined.

The implementation team members are selected and task allocation is done.

The phase will decide "when to begin the project", "how to do it" and "when the project is
supposed to be completed".

The phase will also plan what to do in case of contingencies, how to monitor the progrcss of
implementation.

The phase will plan what control measures should be installed and what corrective actions shoulcl
be taken when things get out of control.

The phase is controlled by committee and meets periodically to review the progress and luturc
actions and normally committee headed by CEO or COO.

ICEO: Chief Executive Officerl
LCOO' Chief Operating OfficerJ

) Gap Analysis

This is the most crucial phase for the success of the ERP implementation.

It is a phase or process in which companies create a complete model of where they are now, and
in which direction they want to head in future.

Even the best ERP package can only cover 800/o of the companies functional requirement.

The remaining20% of these requirements present a problematic issues for company.
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So, Gap analysis is a phase in the ERP implementation, where the organization tries to find out
the gaps between the company's existing business practices and those supported by the ERP
package.

The trick is to design a model which both anticipates and covers any functional gaps.

Some companies decide to live without a particular function.

Other solutions include @ifferent ways of finding gaps)

i. Upgrade or update the ERP software (at low cost).

ii. Identify the third party product that might fill the gap.

iii. Design a custom progmm.

iv. Altering ERP source code (most expensive), used only for mission critical.

) Reengineering

It is the phase that involves human factors. In ERP implementation settings, rccrrginc:clirrg lrts
two different connotations:

i. Controversial: Involving the use of ERP to aid in downsizing efforts- reduce signilic:rrrt
number of employees.

Every implementation will involve some change in job responsibilities as processes become
more automated and efficient. However it is best to regard ERP as investment and cost cutting
measure rather than a downsizing tool. ERP should endanger business change but not
endanger the jobs of thousands of employee.

ii. Business process Re-engineering (BPR): The BPR approach to an ERP implementation
implies that there are two separate, but closely linked implementations on an ERp site

a. Technical implementation

b. Businessprocessimplementation

The BPR approach emphasises the human element of necessary changes within organizations.
This approach is more time consuming and has received a lot of criticism for creating a big budget
and extended projects. But, those who support it argue that you cannot ignore human element.

) Configu rationl Customization

This is the main functional area of ERP implementation.

Business should be mapped according to goal of company.

Prototype is created before implementation it live.
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Testing is done on prototype.

Configuring not only reveals strength but also weakness of the company business processes.
Explain what won't fit and where the gap is.

ERP vendors constantly make efforts to lower configuration costs. Strategies that are currengy
being done include automation and pre-configuration.

) lmplementation Team Training
When the configuration is taking place, the implementation team is being trained.

It is not for how to use the system, but for how to implement it.

In this phase, employees are also trained to implement and later to run the system.

vendors and consultants will leave after the implementation is over.

Now, company is self-sufficient in running the ERP system, and company's good'in house team
can handle the various situations.

.-So thc company knows the importance of selecting right employees with good attitude- i.e.,
willing lo change, learn new things and are not afraid of techirology and good functional knowledge.

) Testing

This is thc phase, where we try to break the system.

Wc try to break the system until we reach a point where we are testing real case scenarios.

ln this way, the system is configured and we have extreme case scenarios- systcnr ovcrloads,
multiple users lagging on at the same time with the same guery, users entering invallcl tlatn. hae:kcrs
trying to access restricted areas and so on.

This test case must be designed specifically to find the weak points or links in thc systcrrr ultl
these bags should be fixed before going live.

) Going Live

This is the phase where all technical sides are over, and the system is officially declared
operational.

In this phase, ERP is made available to the entire organization.

From technical side, the work is almost complete data conversion is done, databases are up and
running on functional side, the prototype is fully configured and tested and ready to go operational.

The implementation team must have tested and run the system successfully for some time.
Once the system is 'live' the old system is removed and the new system is used for doing

business.
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) End-User Training

This is the phase where the actual users of the system will be trained on how to use the system.

This phase starts much before system goes live.

The success or failure of an FRP system depends on how the actual users use the system.

The most successful implemented ERP packages fail due to lack of end user training.

The employees who are going to use the new system are identified and their skills are noted.

Based on their skill levels are divided into groups.

Each group is then given haining on the new system

The training is very useful as the success of the ERP system is in hands of end-users.

The training section gives the overall view of the system and how the individual actions will be

affecting the entire system.

Every employee is also provided with the training of the job profile while he/she is going to
pcr[orrn.

'l'lrc training scction should address about the new technologies and how people will be successful
in rrrirking changc ovcr.

Atlcast the end-user training is important because the success of an ERP system spends upon it
and this phase is equally difficult than the implementation team training.

) Post-lmplementation Phase (Operation and Maintenance)
(Maintenance Mode)

It is very critical phase because once the implementation is over, the vendors and consultants will go.

So the employees must be trained thoroughly to handle problems in the system at any point.

Company should have people with them, who have the technical powers to make the necessary
enhancements to the system as and when required in future.

The system must be upgraded as and when new versions or new technologies are introduced.

Everyone who uses these systems needs to be trained on how they work, how they relate to the
business process and how a transaction ripples through the entire company whenwer they press a key.

The training will never end, it is an ongoing process, new people will always be coming in and
new functionality will always be entering the organization.
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People

in it.

2. Role of Organization Management and Vendor
Successful ERP implementation is the obvious goal of any organization. ERP brings together

different functionality, people, procedures and ideologies and leads to sweeping changes through out

the organization. An ERP package is expected to improve the flow of information and formalize all
the business processes and workflow that exist in an organization.

The ERP implementation project is a joint effort of many groups of people-the in-house

implementation team, package vendor's team, outside consultants, end-users and company

management.

The participation of people in an implementation can fall into several different position project

sponsor, executive steering committee, project manager, functional manager team leader, team

member, functional participant, consultant, vendor representative and end-user. Basic skills sets that

are important to any ERP team position include communication skills, computer literacy, maturity,

conceptual skills and organizational knowledge.

who have participated in ERP implantation at different positions, have their different roles

l. Management

2. CEO (Chief Executive Officer)/ Project Sponsor

3. Executive Committee

4. Project Management Team

5. Project Manager

6. Implementation Team / Work Team

7. Technical SupportTeam

8. Administrative Support Team

9. Consultant

10. Vendors

11. End Users

2.1 Management

Management representatives will monitor the progress of the project and make decisions and take

corrective actions to keep the project on schedule and within budget. Other members will participate

part-time during workshops and training.

It is the responsibility of the top management to see to it that the people who are designated to the

implementation team on a full-time basis af,e not intemrpted in any other way or with any other

work,



2.2 CEO (Chief Executive Officer)/ project Sponsor
Every ERP implembntation project needs a sponsor. Ideally, the project sponsor will be the CEO.

The role of the project sponsor is to ensure that the ERP implementation gets all the assistance it
needs from resources to management backing. It provides the full company backing for the ERp
implementation proj ect.

CEO has two key responsibilities. The first is to promote the vision of what can be achieved
using the implementation as the opporfunistic catalyst for change. How radical this vision is depends
upon the individual and also senior colleagues, for these colleagues will share and make their own
contribution towards this vision.

The other responsibility of sponsorship of the project. This means that support is given to the
project in such a way that promotes its importance, supports the position of ife project manager,
brings into line dissenting middle/senior managers, acts as arbitrator and carrier out any other
activities that ensures that the project does not flag, including replacing the project manager, if
necessary. The CEO needs to ensure that the gap is bridged between speech makrng and action if
cynicism is to be avoided.

It is the CEo's role to assess the capability and lead accordingly. He serves as a source of
motivational' inspirational and sometimes financial support for the overall ERp project. The project
sponsors communicate with each other, coordinating and creating consistent uniforrn messages to the
cxcctttive committee and others in the organization. He also make sure that everybodv knows the
ERP has strong management backing and support.

2.3 Executive Committee
The executive committee is a group of senior managers who represent the interest of the company

management and is headed by the person who is in charge of the ERP implementation (sponsor)

The executive committee usually consists of the senior managers of the organization. The
committee should also include the external consultant's representative. A consultant from the
package vendor should also be part of the committee. Theii purpose is to establish the overall
highJevel strategy of the ERP system in relationship to their .o-putty and to establish visions and
missions for the ERP system' The visions are perceptual while missions have a specific objective
tied to a due data.

The executive committee formulates the long term goals, objectives and strategies regarding the
implementation of the ERp system in the company.

The executive committee defines the objectives, monitors progress and quickly resolves the
issues that are brought to their attention. They ensure that the conditions are right for the
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implementation' This means that they eliminate any possible conflicts of interest, which the project
team members may experience.

The executive committee also ensures that corners are not cut for the sake of convenience and are
committed to removing any barriers that may hinder both progress and the realization of benefits.

The executive comrnittee is responsible for the monitoring and evaluation of the project and its
progress' The committee is the body that approves budgets and initiates corrective action when
things are not going according to plan. So the committee should establish a reporting and monitoring
mechanism by which it will be kept abreast of progress.

2.4 Project Management Team
The project management team is headed by the project manager. The project manager will report

the project progress, problems and other issues to the executive committee.

The project management team is responsible for conducting the scheduled work, administering
thc pro.iect' communicating with the in-house team and the consultants. The team members should
monitor the implementation teams progress, assess the amount and quality of the contribution of the
team members both in-house and consultants and resolve the issues that exist.

The project management team should also ensure that the company personnel and the consultants
are working together as a team and that there is full co-operation between the two groups. They are
also responsible for. ensuring that the consultants are transferring their knowledge to the in-house
team and all the documentation is done properly. The project management team should make sure
that even after the external consultants and vendor representatives leave, the system will run
smoothly.

2.5 Project Manager

The person who manages the implementation is the project manager. He is the person responsible
for translating the vision and goals into reality. He reports to the executive committee and heads the
project management team.

The project manager heads the project management team. This team includes the head of the
vendor representatives, the chief consultant and the work team leaders. The work teams carry out the
various tasks for implementing the system. They are the people who setup the infrastructure, produce
documentation and train the employees.

The package vendor will appoint one or more of its consultants to provide support to the project
manager, manage the client account and coordinate other vendor resources. Vendor consultants
advise about best working practices, software functionality and assist with technical issues. Trainins
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is provided in the first instance by the vendor to the work teams through either the consultants or

specialists trainers. Once the work teams have developed and proven the new way of doing things,

they produce the procedural documentation and train other employees.

The implementation of the ERP system demands that the managers and operational staff

understand how the new information environment is going to work. They should be given a clear

picture about what is to be changed in the current setup and what additional facilities the new

technology will give the end-user. This is imporCant because the new technology and the additional

responsibilities that arise when the new system is in place can overwhelm many people' So it is

important to give everybody involved an idea of what to expect before the project starts.

The project maxager is also an administrator, keeping records about project progress, maintaining

the project plan, handling coffespondence and checking invoices.

The responsibility of the project manager is to promote business changes, builds support systems,

establishes project direction, motivates ERP team, protects the team from external pressures,

maintains clear view of goals and objectives, design and execute schedules, encourage clear

communication, develop individuals and team also'

2,6 lmplementation Team/Work Team

The implementation team/work team consists of selected employees from the company in

addition to vendor representatives and consultants. These employees will perform the various tasks

in implementing the ERP system form installing the hardware, software, customizing, documenting,

training and so on.

The work team will perfolm all the dayto-day tasks of the ERP implementation from installing

the hardware, software, performing customizations if required, documenting the procedures, conduct

end-user training, etc.

The work teams will do the testing of the system once the system is installed. The work teams

will also participate in the training of the end-user of the system. The in-house team will contain

people from the company's various functions/departments.

The work team leaders should hold regular meetings with their team members in order to bring

the team together so that they are all aware of what is happening. This is an opportunity for progress

to be reviewed, for issues to be highlighted and for problems to be shared. They will also have

regular meetings with the project manager to review the progress, resolve the problems and decide

how to proceed.
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2.7 Technical Support Team

The function of the technical support team is to create an environment that is suitable for the

implementation of the software. They are very close with the work team and takes care of issues like

data migration, data backup and recovery, hardware infrastructure and performance tuning of the

database.

Technical support team is responsible for ensuring that the machines will be up and running, the

network is functional and the hardware infrastructure is in good shape for the work team to

implement the.software package.

2.8 Administrative Support Team

The job of the administrative support team is to make the life of all others on the implementation

team easier, so that they can concentrate on their tasks and be more productive and efficient.

The responsibility of the support teams include making available the workspace, tablcs,

conference rooms, telephones, stationery, filling cabinets and any other resources required by the

project team. Other duties include arranging the meetings and conferences, making photocopies ol'

documents, circulating them to the right people and any other administrative tasks that could make

the life of the team easier.

2.9 Consultant

It is the users who will be driving the implementation, and their active involvement at all levels

and across all business functions is absolutely critical.

It is the responsibility of the consultant to help users appreciate the fact tlrat it is they who are

ultimately benefited by implementing the skndard package. This can serve to motivate and reinforce

confidence among the users, who are the driving force behind any successful implementation. The

success of an information system should be measured in terms of how completely it is accepted by

its users. Many positive changes come about as a result of user acceptance and this becomes visible

over a period of time. However, some of the benefits are instantaneous.

The consultant has to drive home this fact so that the users appreciate this reality and continue to

contribute positively. Ultimately, the users are certain to get a feeling that ERP is an integrator and

not an intruder and as a result of this, the entire business is catapulated to newer heights and results

in enhanced performance

Extemal consultants advise the project manager and the implementation team in all areas where

there are no in-house experts.

Ente rpri se Resource Pl an ni ng
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Consultants provide a wide variety of functions in the gaps. Positions that consultants can fill
include project managet, team leader, team member, service representative and end-user.
A consultant's success depends upon a number of factors including computer literacy, conceptual
skills, software knowledge, industry knowledge, maturity, problem-solving capability,
communication skills, and or ganizational skills.

Consultants provide three general categories of services management, application and technical.

i' Management consultants: Focus primarily on the function of management as it relates to the
organization of resources and business process flows. Management consultants often
participate in project management and will provide high level direction for the overall
successful implementation and use of the ERp system.

ii' Application consultants: Focus on the process of communicating, teaching, demonstrating
and configuring software for the business process flows.

iii. Technical consultants: Deal with technical issues such as database conversions, source code
modifications, communication protocols, operating systems, software installation. hardware
systems and integration programs.

Thc rolc ol'thc cottsultants is that they should guarantee the success of the project and should be
itblc to sltow restllts (quantifiable results like reduction in cycle time, increased response time,
rrnprovccl pr.oductivity and so on) to the satisfaction of the company management.

('ottsttltattts are responsible for administering each of the phases of the implementation so that the
requircd activities occur at the scheduled time and. at the desired level of quality and with effective
participation of all those who must participate.

Consultants are also responsible for analyzing and clearly addressing the customizationissues.
They must be able to distinguish between the 'must have' and 'nice to have, items and decide on the
level of customization.

It is the duty ofthe consultants to present the advantages and drawbacks ofeach area and reacha
consensus decision, which should also be the right one.

It is also the duty ofthe consultants to understand the total context and scope ofthe envisioned
work and to know when to alert the company management about actions and decisions that must be
undertaken so that the job not be comprised and the implementation will not be jeopardized. They
also maintain technical documentation.
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2. | 0 Vendors

Vendors are people who have developed the ERP packages. They are the people who have
invested huge amounts of time and effort in research and development, to create the packaged
solutions. The vendor representatives are responsible for fixing any problems in the softwar'e that the
implementation team encounters.

Another role the vendor representative's have to play is that of the trainer-to provide the initial
training for the company's key users, people who will play lead roles in the implementation of the
system. The vendor representatives also play an important project suppofi function and must exercise
the quality control with respect to how the product is implemented. The vendor is responsible for
helping the implementation team in customizing the ERP package to suit the company,s needs.

Vendors have to constantly upgrade their products to use the best and,latest advancements in
technology. Their role is to supply the product and its documentation as soon as the contract is
signed' They are responsible for fixing any problems that the implementation team encounters in the
software. so they constantly interacts with the implementation team.

Another role of the vendor is as a trainer to provide the initial training for the company's key
users, people who play lead roles in the implementation of the system. Vendor haining should
achieve the goal of showing the key users how the package works, what the major components are,
how the data and information flow across the system, what is flexible and what is not, what can be
configured and what can not, what can be customized and what should not, the limitations, the
strengths and weaknesses and so on. The objective of the vendor training is to show how the system
works, not how it should be implemented. This means that the vendor demonstrates the product as it
exists and highlights the available options.

The role of the package vendor does not end with the training. The vendor also plays an important
project support firnction and must exercise quality control with respect to how the product is
implemented' It is the vendor who understands the finer details and subtleties of the product and can
make valuable suggestions and improvements that could improve the performance of the system.

2.1| End Users

End-users' who represent the largest group, are the gencral nrass of people who will use the new
ERP system. Tremendous variations in skill sets can be fountl anlong thc group. They have the least
control over the outcome of the ERP project. Documcnlatiou and training programs are often
prepared specifically for this group of people. High-errtl-uscr tcc:cpllrrcrc rr.l'thc new ERp system is
required for its success.
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SUNAMARY
a

a

The process of ERP implementation is referred to as, "ERP lmplementation Life Cycle".

ERP implementation life cycle focus on the ERP project which is carried out to make ERP up

and running.

ERP project is gone through different phases. Most often these phases do not necessarily

depend on one another in a sequence, i.e., one phase might start before previous phase has

finished, So there are no clear separating lines between these phases. But, logical order of
phases is followed.

All the phases of ERP implementation life cycle may not be applicable in all cases. e.9., lf the

organization have already identified a particular package, then first phase of life cycle, i.e.,

pr:e-selection screening and package evaluation is skipped,

Different phases of ERP implementation:

i. Pre-evaluation Screening: lt is the first phase of ERP implementation life cycle. lt begins

when the company decides to implement ERP package. So, in pre-evaluation screening,

it starts to search for the perfect package.

ii. Package Evaluation: ln this phase, we are selecting our package that will decide success

or failure of the project.

iii. Project Planning Phase: This phase designs the implementation process. In this phase

details of "how to go about implementation, time schedules and deadlines etc" are

decided. Roles are identified and responsibilities are assigned in this phase.

iv. Gap Analysrs: lt is a phase or process in which companies create a complete model of

where they are now, and in which direction they want to head in future. Gap analysis is a

phase in the ERP implementation, where the organization tries to find out the gaps

between the company's existing business practices and those supported by the ERP

package.

v. Configuration / Customization: This phase reveals strength but also weakness of the

company business processes. This phase explains what won't fit and where the gap is.

vi. tmplementation Team Training: In this phase, employees are also trained to implement

and later to run the system. Vendors and consultants will leave after the implementation is

over.

vii. Testing:This is the phase, where we try to break the system. We try to break the system

until we reach a point where we are testing real case scenarios. This test case must be

designed specifically to find the weak points or links in the system and these bags should

be fixed before going live.

viii. Llve: This is the where all technical sides are over, and the system is
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officially declared operational. In this phase, ERP is made available to the entire

organization. The implementation team must have tested and run the system successfully

for some time. Once the system is 'live' the old system is removed and the new system is

used for doing business.

End-lJser Training: This is the phase where the actual users of the system will be trained

on how to use the system. This phase starts much before system goes live. The success

or failure of an ERP system depends on how the actual users use the system.

Post-tmplementation Phase / Operation and Maintenance / Maintenance Mode: In this

phase, the system must be upgraded as and when new versions or new technologies are

introduced. Everyone who uses these systems needs to be trained on how they work,

how they relate to the business process and how a transaction ripples through the entire

company whenever theY Press a keY.

The ERP implementation project is a joint effort of many groups of people-the tn-house

implementation team, package vendor's team, outside consultants, end-users and company

management.

I
l.

2.

-t.

4.

5.

ExERCISE
Explain different phases used in ERP implementation.

Explain Pre-evaluation screening phase of ERP implementation.

Explain Package evaluation phase of ERP implementation in detail.

Explain Project planning phase of ERP implementation'

Write note on following ERP implementation phases

i. Gap Analysis Phase

ii. Reengineering Phase

iii. Customization / Configuration Phase

iv. Implementation Team Training Phase

v. Testing Phase

vi. End-user Training Phase

vii. Going Live Phase

viii. Post implementation Phase
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Discuss each ERP implementation phase and list out the activities to be performed in each
phase.

Explain role of the different people in the organizationin the ERp implementation.

Explain role of the following persons of the organ izationin the ERp implementation :-
i. CEO / Project Sponsor

ii. Executive Committee

iii. Project Manager Team

iv. Project Manager

v. Implementation Team / Work Team

vi. Technical Support Team

vii. Administrative Support Team

viii. Consultant

Explain the role of the vendor in the ERp implementation.

Or
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l. Post lmplementation Review
The expectations from ERP systems were always high and organizations experimenting with it

hoped for significant increase in their profit gains.

Post implementations review is related to implementation process. In post implementation
review, a number of implementation factors are explored and focused and reviewed on a
post-implementation basis because issues associated with (ERP) implementations become more
widespread during the post-implementation stage.

Because once users understand their way around the program, they can manipulate it, triggering
shockwaves that can spoil an otherwise efficient control environment. While comprehensive
incorporation and acceptance testing eliminates coding mistakes and workouts pathways through the
program, in post-implementation phase it is the maintenance team which gets busy in bug reviews
and dealing with new demands of users for new features. Consequently, the post- implementation
phase becomes continuous process of improvement and fine tuning.

Usually, the force behind ERP installation and implementation is the support of top management
of the enterprise. Employees on the other hand, have always been uneasy or have a fear in their mind
about ERP solution. ERP systems can atomize manyjobs which mean some ernployees may not be

(
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needed once system implementation is complete. In lower and management cadres fear getting

declared incompetent in case of failing to understand and use the ERP system. They take time to

leam the system procedures. Meanwhile they keep using their old techniques and avoiding ERP

system. Some employees can be technology shy. So employees due to fear of making mistakes or

due to their shyness may need some time space to accept the system. Employees in the beginning use

such feature of system where chances of making mistakes are minimal like emailing or data reports.

Gradually employees get experienced and get a grip on the system. At this point, an explosion takes

place. Number of active and effective users increases at tremendous speed as employees learn from

each other quickly. Creativity of employees emerges and demands for new features in the system

increases at rocket speed.

A post-implementation review or,audit can be an extremely valuable exercise that provides

feedback indicating whether the plan was executed properly and key benefits were achieved

efficiently and effectively. Many companies hire an independent expert to conduct the review,

thereby ensuring a balanced report. The outsider may provide valuable insight into the causc ol-

problems and corrective actions. For the purpose of reviewing software implenrcntation, ottr cxpcrls

can be either consultants or vendors.

The following summarizes the contents of a typical post-implementation review report.

)The Review Document
'fhe report's first section describes the methodology used for gathering information. Most reviews

have two parts: Extensive interviews and perusal of documentation. The people interviewed should

represent each stakeholder group involved in the project, including maintenance management,

maintenance technicians, operations management and workers, senior management, accounting,

information technology, engineering, purchasing and vendors. The report should list the people

interviewed. It is useful to have a list of standard questions to guide each interview. Some sample

questions include:

i. What was the purpose of the project?

ii. What did you like about the implementation process?

iii. What things would you change if you has to do it again tomorrow?

iv. Were your expectations met? Why or why not?

v. Was communication effective throughout the process?
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) Project Objectives

It is important to have a look on the original purpose behind implementing to ensure the original

objectives were met.

If the objectives were clearly stated at the project start, then that material copied from a previous

document is sufficient, it is surprising how often objectives were not clear, as evidenced by the range

of responses to the first question above. Focusing on a few well-communicated objectives is key to

ensuring a successful project.

) lssues and Recommendations

The bulk of the review should identify issues from each stage in the project, recommenciations for

eliminating outstanding issues and suggestions for preventing a recurrence. Installation of software

and hardware is almost always fraught with problems. The key to avoiding such struggles is to
anticipate potential problems have resources and a methodology for dealing with thoni artcl cstablish

a viable escalation procedure, ifrequired.

) Appendices

The final report section provides detailed documentation of related material, such as the list of
people interviewed, a sunmary of interview questions, a log of detailed issues that arose during the

project and other relevant documents.

2. ERP CASE STUDY

2.1 Colgate -Palmolive Company

)About Company

Colgate-Palmolive is a company that operates in more than 200 countries. The company focuses

on strong global brands in its core businesses - Oral Care, Personal Care, Home Care, and Pet

Nutrition. This leading consumer products company is committed to using technology to create

products that improve the quality of life for consumers wherever they live.

)Hlstory of the Company

Mr. William Colgate had established "Colgate" in 1806. lts main business areas were

manufacturing of starch, soap and candle. It has merged with Palmolive in 1928, Corporate name

changed to Colgate-Palmolive in 1956. Colgate is now recognized as one of the leading
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manufacturers of Oral Care, Dental Care, Household Surface Care, Fabric Care and pet Nutrition
Products.

)Need for implementation of ERp

Since company is operating in more than 200 countries it has divergence of operating
platforms.

There were dozens of operating platforms running all over the world.

Also persons fi'ont developing counties were low in IT skills / knowledge in mid g0's 
.

l-lence communication, data interpretation, exchange of data, consolidation of data was
tedious.

No one understood all of the legacy systems.

There was one CIO for each country however no standards or best practices were followed.

' Hence company has decided to implement ERp software in 1999.

)lmplementation of ERp

The project team was led by the international consulting group within ERp Consulting, with
expert input from Colgate- Palmolive. ERP Consulting provided project management resources,
soltttion experts joined the team from ERP Consulting's system landscape optimization team, and
ERP's global account management personnel helped with the complicated language issues involved.
ERP used partner resources whenever it was beneficial to drive process standardizatron across
subsidiaries.

i. Endto-end integration complexity: both sales and marketing, as well as to enterprise

ii. After its success in Mexico, Colgate assembled a team of business analysts and IT staff to
determine how the application's standard templates could best be localized for other countries
and units.

iii. Implementation teams at each subsidiary with the
team will roll out the functionality.

same skill set as the global development

iv' When the rollout is complete, Cblgate's managers will be able to ensure more successful
campaigns and maximize their promotion spending. With a thorough understanding of
performance metrics, Colgate will be able to analyze a promotion's performance within the
context ofoverarching business strategies and global financial goals.

v' Target of 6 to 9 months per implementation depending on size, complexity, sophistication
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Selection of ERP package and reason for selection

i. ERP Supports end-to-end planning and execution processes

ii. ERP aligns with Colgate's ERP-centric global IT strategy

iii. ERP offers industry-specific trade promotion functions

iv. Leverages significant ongoing R & D investment by ERp

v. Supports financial planning and analytical processes

vi. Leverages enterprise-wide data to make business decisions

vii. ERP provides high-quality resources at a very competitive price.

viii. Also ERP Consulting has developed work protocols, as well as communication and project
management methodologies that ensure the physical location of resources is not an issue.

Challenges and opportunities

i. There were different financial targets for each area hence integration of commercial plans was
a challenge.

ii. As company is operating in 200 counties on different software's, there are many planning
horizons.

iii. They have to investigate the benefits of an offshore delivery moder

iv. Effective trade promotions

v. External factors such as consumer, professional and retailer was having different programs
hence alignment of these factors was very skillful job.

vi. Evaluation of performance and gather key insights of specific rygions was difficult.\

vii. sanre ERP systems that could not be integrated all over the world.

)Benefits of Integration of process

i. Availability of information in real time.

ii. Decision making made easy because of availability of accurate and up-to-date data.
iii. Business process re-engineered and in some cases different departments consolidated into one
iv' Improved efficiency - about 30o/o for the database applications and about 50% reduction in

processing time

v. ERP handles 95Yo of the company's annual sales.

vi. Datacenters shrinks to I (and one backup) from 75

vii. Inventoryreduce by I0%



It means after the ERP implementation, coigate-palmolive company have various beneljts ol'it.
The company realizes tremendous changes before and after the ERP package implementation. So
post-implementation review of it is shortlisted listed as follows:

Grftefia.,j After ERP lmplementatlon

Enterpricinq Data 5 - 80 Davs 5 Min.

Customer Credit Check 15 - 20 Min. Automatic

Enter Customer Order 30 Min. 5 Min.

Customer bitlinq inquirv 15-20 Min. Real-time

Ship evaluation unit 3-30 Davs 2 Days

Ship replacernent part 3-44 Davs 2 Days

Credit returned item 1-5 Months 5 Days

Gommit date for deliverv 2Hrs-3Weeks Real-time

Company Name: - Colgate-Palmolive
Location: - New York City, U.S.

Industry: Consumer products

Products and services: - Oral Care, Dental Care, Household Surface Care, Fabric Care and pet
Nutrition products

Website: - www.colgate-palmolive.com

2.2 Mahindra and Mahindra

)About Company

Mahindra and Mahindra was incorporated on 2 October, !945, by K.C. Mahindra and J.C.
Mahindra as a steel trading company, and entered in automotive manufacturingin 1947.

It has five manufacfuring sites for automobiles and exports them to Eurpoe, Australia, south
Africa and lran. ln the farm equipment sector, it is the largest tractor manufacturer in the country. It
has two manufacturing sites for tractors and exports them to Africa, USA and Middle East.

Ithas 1,44,000 employees in over 100 countries across the global. Its operations span 18 key
industries that form the foundation of every modern economy; aerospace, affermarket, agribusiness,
automotive, components, construction equipment, consulting services, defense, energy, form
equipment, finance and insurance, industrial equipment, information technology, leisure and
hospitality, logistics, real estate, retail and two wheelers.
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)Company Purpose And Values

To give the best every day comes from core purpose and challenge to the conventional thinking
and innovatively use all resources to drive positive change in the lives of our stakeholders and
comrnunities across the world, to enable them to rise.

All the products and services support customer's ambitions to improve their living standards.

)Earlier Problem/Situation before ERp lmplementation
Earlier, whenever the need for a new test system arose., a copy of the entire production database

was done. Even when theywere carrying 8 years of data andthe size ran into several terabytes, and
using the same procedure' obviously, this causes many challenges. Since production databases are
extremely huge, this used to take a tremendous amount of time.

In the meanwhile, the production system resources used to be taxed heavily and the test system
would have a downtime to around 3-4 days,leading to unnecessary project delays. Data also had to
be refreshed periodically, if it had to reflect the current scenarios. Not only was this a tedious
procedure, but getting concrurence from all the users regarding a common refresh data was a bigger
concern. M and M was also faced with problems like sluggish sales, declining market share, low
profits, dismal stock performance, lack of innovation in business and low produciivity ratio.

)The Solution and lmplementation
Mahindra and Mahindra started looking around for solutions to overcome these issues. And found

the best way-an ERP solution form SAP, the SAP Test Data Migration Server (TDMS).

M and M uses SAP as platform for transaction processing and business analytics. SAp platform is
also extended to M and M dealers and suppliers. All these applications need to be supported by
robust test environment with real time transactional data, Thus, M and M felt the need for a
comprehensive test environment, which would not only be a real reflection of the current data. but
also be robust enough to be refreshed quickly.

M and M thus become the first company in India to implement SAp TDMS in the manufacturing
vertical.

Bristelcone lndia Pw. Ltd., SAP consulting and SAP custom Development undertook the actual
implementation of the TDMS software together. It was completed within a remarkable time span of
just three weeks in June 2007.

Based on the company's requirement, it just copies a slice out of the production database, stores it
temporarily in the production system itself. It is then copied from the temporary tables to the test
server. The production processes are not affected at all. It is 'zero downtime' software. After the first
successful plan, M and M decided to take another copy and test it with a live project.



The benefits that SAP TDMS has brought to the project deployment process have been enormous.
The most significant feature of TDMS is that it supports a multi-client environment and even allows
selective refresh ofeach client.

Earlier the testers had to wait for days for a datarefresh. Now, we just keep the original copy as it
is, so the testers can continue with their work, and create the fresh copy under a new client. Both can
be accessed simultaneously.

The biggest saving have been realized in the reduction of storage and administrative costs. Since,
today only a small slice of 3-4 months of data is being copied into the test system, the space required
is lar less than before. Thus, M and M has been able to respond to the users testing needs and
manage databases more effectively. The savings show up in its entirely not only on the disk space
but also from the entire resource point of view-even RAM and CPU utilization is maintained at
optimum levels.

The other benefits include significant improvement in the response times from the users and zero
co ordination effort during a data refresh.

The long standing and successful business relationship between M and M and SAp has only been
strengthened further. And now M and M has global identity.

Company Name: Mahindra and Mahindra

Location: Mumbai, India

I ndu stry : Manufacturing

Products and services: Automobiles, Engines, Telecom software, Engineering antl steel, Rural
finance and Holidays.

Website: www. Mahindra.com

)Challenges and Opportunities

i. Database of production system too large to do a complete copy into the test system.

ii. Sub-optimal utilization of system resources during test system copy.

iii. 3-4 days test system downtime required for every data refresh.

iv. Time for s.ystem refresh needs to be aligned between all users from multiple locations with
different projects schedules and stages.
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) Objectives

Create authentic SAP environment to test new business scenario.

Produce test environments of manageable size with real transactional data.

Reduce the time required for test system refresh.

Enable multi-client.

> Why SAP/E RP

M and M uses SAP as platform for transaction processing and business analytics.

M and M has positive experience with SAP support systems-during new implementationsi
Pocs.

Reliability and stability of SAP software.

sAP test data migration server satisfied majority of business requirements.

) lmplementation Highlights

i' SAP '|DMS implementation for non-unicode systems completed with a 3 weeks time frame.

ii. Excellent support from the SAP consulting and SAP custom development teams.

iii' Data migration scenarios tested with live projects have been very successful.

) Benefits

i. Support of independent project schedules by selectively refreshing single clients of the test
systems.

ii. Better testing of development projects through up-to date, robust and reliable data in the test
system which can easily be refreshed.

iii. Ability to create test systems as required by copying only specific time-slices.

iv. Large savings on storage space and other administrative requirements.

v. Significant improvement in response times from the users.

vi. Less co-ordination effort durine adatarefresh.
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)About Cornpany

Jalan Wires Private Limited (JWPL) an IS0 9001:2000 company is lndia,s one of the leading
manttl-acturer and supplier of copper and Aluminum enamel winding wires. The plant is located in
DAMAN and head office in Mumbai. Jalan is the first choice of establishments like the lndian Navy,
Philips, Wipro, Havells, Videocon, Crompton Greaves, Surya, Bajaj Electricals, Godrej and other
known llames in the business. It is established in lggT to serve the electrical and electronic
industries.

> ERP lmplementation
Jalan wires Pvt. Ltd' Implemented Eresource ERP in 2007 to enhanced control and operational

efficiency.

Eresource ERP was tailored to fit the specific needs of the manufacturing industry, manufacturers
in general and distributors in particular.

l'lrcsottrcc tsRP for manufacturing industry handles right fiom the enquiry to delivery and
tlispirlc:lr ol'uraterial to the customer.

>Why e-resource ERP?

Web-based Eresource ERP solution, simplifies back-office process automation for mid-sized and
growing business' It provides real-time information about finance, order management, purchase,
inventory, employee management, e-commerce and. rnuch more. With web-based resource ERp
solution, we can accelerate business cycles, improve productivity and reliability and provide higher
levels of service to customers, suppliers and partners.

Web-based ERP solution improves business among customers, suppliers and partners through
self-service portals, providing for lead management, shipment tracking, bill paymeniand more.
. Company Name: Jalan Wires pvt. Ltd.

Location: DAMAN, Gujarat

Head office: Mumbai, India

Industry: Enameled Wire Manufacturing

Website: www. i alanwires.com
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)Key Benefits of ERp

i' Gained enterprise-wide view of operations and centralized management control.
ii. Improved information accuracy by introducing single data entry point.
iii. Cut month-end reporting time from 20 days to 12 days.

iv' Increased availability of manufacturing's for productive use.

v. Minimized equipment downtime by ensuring parts can be easily located.

vi. Strengthened cost management and quality control.

vii. Streamlined distribution and ensured customer orders are met.

3. ERP Demo Tool: ERP Next

3. I Introduction of ERp Next Demo Tool
i' About ERPNext: ERPNext is a ERP demo software. ERPNext is an Open Source, web based

application that helps small and medium sized business manage their accounting, inventory,
sales' purchase, administration, project, customer support and website.

ii. Open Source: Web Based ERp in python, Javascript and MySeL.
iii' Architecture: ERPNext is built on wnframework, a full-stack web app framework built

primarily for ERPNext. Database back-end is MySeL.

Once you have the system wired up, you can login as Administrator and start working on the
meta-data. All models in the system are called DocTypes, which also double up as views.
wnframework updates your schema on the fly as you update DocTypes and views are
generated on demand in your browser .

There are many built-in goodies like role based permissions on DocTypes, email integration,
lists, report builder etc.

iv' Dependencies: ERPNext is built on MySQL and Python (cgi) and is tested to run on Linux /
Unix. - MySQl-server - python - Apache HTTPD Server.

ERPNext is Free and Open Source under the GNU General Public License. It is easily
downloaded from the site : - https : //demo. erpnext. com/



Resources and Links

Code

a. wnframework (Python full-staek web app framework)\

b. erpnext (ERPNext modules)

License

GNU/General Public License

Platform

ERPNext is built on wnframework (Version 2.0)
What is ERPNext?

ERPNext is an web based, open source application that helps small and medium sized
business manage their accounting, inventory, sales, purchase, manufacturing, projects,
customer support and website.

Why ERPNext?

'fhcrc are a lot of nice single module (Accounting, Invoicing, Customer Support, projects)
a;rps available frrr business but nothing that is integrated. The integrated options are usually
too cxpcttsive and too complex to use. ERPNext fills this gap by providing a friendly and
allirrdable app with all the features of a full ERp.

3.2 ERPNext Benefits

l. Keep track of every' transaction, taxes, biiling and budgets
i' Multi-Company: Create multiple companies with each company having its own

flexible Chart of Accounts.

ii' Multi-Currency: Do your transactions in multiple currencies. Buy and sell in different
currencies in the same Invoice.

iii' Make Invoices, Journal Entries: Maintain your book of accounts with Journal Entries,
Sales and Purchase lnvoices. All accounting and business entries are automaticallv
updated in the General Ledger.

iv' Configurable Taxes: ERPNext has a tax template that can map taxes from any country
including Value Added Taxes (VAT).

a.

b.

l.

tt.
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v. Cost Centers and Budgets: Track your business expenses and income against cost
centers and maintain account-wise budgets for each. ERPNext will warn/stop you from
exceeding your budget.

vi. Trial Balance, Ledgers, AP/AR: Get standard financial reports like Trial Balance and

Accounts Payable (AP) and Accounts Receivable (AR).

2. Convert Leads, send Quotations and ensure on-time shipping

i. Track Leads: Create your lead database, get a view of your pipeline, get reminders
from your calendar and track communication history.

ii. Convert Opportunities: Update your dbtabase of Opportunities and get convert more
by sending timely quotes.

iii. Send Quotations: Prepare and send fully formatted Quotations with all ltem details,
including pictures, pricing and detailed terms and conditions. Track conversions into
Orders

iv. Fulfill Orders: Track shipping / billing status across all orders to ensure on-time
delivery and material planning.

v. Calculate Taxes anri Discounts: Create multilevel item-wise tax and charges templates
for easy order entry. Print Orders to include charges or taxes in itern cost for simplified
view to the customer.

vi. Monitor Targets: Set sales targets across Territories and Sales People and allocate
sales to multiple sales people. Track commission and other information.

Run an efficient business with accurate information of stock on hand
i. Items and Warehouses: Maintain Items across Warehouses. Set Item Price Lists and

Taxes for detailed item cost tracking.

ii. FIFO and Moving Average: Get your stock valued as per First-in-first-out (FIFO) or
moving average. Make back-dated entries and the system will forward-calculate your
valuation.

iii. Stock Entries: Move items from and to various warehouses and "back-flush" inventorv
based on Bill of Materials.

iv. Warranty and Traceability: Maintain a database of unique Serial Numbers for items
that require traceability and to warranty and maintenance contracts.

v. Batch inventory: Create and manage batches of inventory for expiry and other batch
related information

vi. Point of Sale: Update inventory, accounting ledgers and payments all in a simple
Point-of-Sales (POS) form.

3.
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4. Manage your Supply Chain and Stay on Top of your Purchases

i. Avoid "Out-of-Stocktr: Purchase Requests help you identify items you need to
purchase and are created either manually, or if an item crosses its re-order level or from
a Production Plan.

Track Purchase Orders: Build and send Purchase Orders to your suppliers right from
the system and track how much material is pending from which supplier.

Avoid Over Supply and Over Billing: Set limits on Over Supply and Over Billing and

get warning if the Supplier is billing at a different rate or quantity.

Sub-contract ltems: Manage scenarios where you supply the raw-material to the sub-

contractor to ensure that the right amount of material is sent and consumed.

Calculate Landed Costs: Spread expenses over a number of Purchase Invoices

retroactively in cases where you get bills after a period of time.

Incoming Quality: Keep a record of sampling measurements on incoming ltems from
your suppliers,

Manage your Bill of Materials and Plan for Production

i. Multilevel Bill of Materials @OM): Manage multilevel Bill of Materials and

Operations for all sub-assemblies and final assemblies. Calculate manufacturing +

material cost based on BoM.

ii. Make Production Plans: Make Production Plans by combining Sales Orders and plan

for material and operations.

iii. Material Requirements Planning (MRP): Automatically calculate material required

to complete a Production Plan based on Requested, Ordered, Actual and Reserved

Stock.

iv. Release and Close Work Orders: Release item-wise Work Orders, build and review
material consumed for production and back-flush inventory on closing.

Manage Administrative Processes like Payroll, Expense Claims and
Leaves

i. Maintain Employee Records: Keep detailed records of your present and past

employees including their work-history, skills, family information, health information.

ii. Manage Payroll: Generate Pagoll from Salary Structures created for employees based

on tax rules, grade, department, etc.

u.

lll.

lv.

v.

vl.

5.

6.
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lll.

lv.

v.

vl.

Attendance: Enter or upload attendance information and generate monthly attendance
reports based on leaves, holidays, etc.

Leave Management: Create and respond to Leave Applications and keep track of
leaves taken by each employee.

Expense Claims: Track and approve expense claims made by employees for travel and
other reimbursement expenses.

Goals and Appraisals: Set goals for each employee and rate and record performance
against the goals.

Wow your customers by making sure all queries are fulfilled on
time
i. Track Support Issues: Automatically pull support issues from your support email id

and website and track status, respond and allocate.

ii. Manage Warranty: Create issues against Serial Numbers and identify quickly whether
the item is under waranty or maintenance contract (AMC).

iii. Schedule Visits: Create maintenance schedules for equipment maintenance and get
rcminders on upcoming visits.

iv. Record Visits: Record information of engineer visit reports for future reference and
quality analysis.

Manage budgets, purchases and time for long projects
i. Allocate Tasks: Create projects and tasks and allocate tasks to users. Get a Gantt Chart

of all tasks allocated.

ii. Set Budgets: Track purchases, sales orders against projects and get a project-wise
profitability and variance for "engineer-to-order" type of businesses.

iii. Track Time: Record time spent on each project / task via Time sheets for billing and
reporting.

iv. Project Reports: Get detailed reports of all pending activities, expenses and delivery
schedules for complex projects.

Add comments, share events and keep track of all your co-workers
i. Calendar: Share events with co-workers and also track scheduled appointments with

leads and visits.

ii. To do: Create and manage your to-do and assign transactions to other user's To Do to
allocate work and manase workflow.

7.

8.

9.
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Activity Log: Get a log of all activities in the system from all users. See log-in log-out

times and creation, updation of new rgcords.

Knowledge Base (Wiki): Create a simple Q and A based Knowledge system and keep

track of questions and answers for various company rules, statutory info, etc.

Messaging: A simple messaging system for sending messages and documents to users

from within the ERP.

Dashboard and Email Summaries: Get an accounting dashboard with all your sales,

income, expense and profit trends. Setup system to send you daily, weekly, monthly

summaries by email.

10. Setup permissions to ensure each users has access to only needed
information

i. .Roles: Create custom Roles and assign roles to users and transactions.

ii. Permissions: Set role-based permissions on each transaction. Alsb create special

permission rules to restrict access by user, compa.ny, department, etc'

iii. Restrict by IP/Time of day: Restrict users to access information within a certain lP or

time of day.

iv. Transaction Approval: Set approval rules based on amount, etc. Setup scpttrttlc rrtlcrs

to save transactions as "Draft" and "Submit" (release) transactions.

ll. Customize to your taste and setup data quickly by importlng
spreadsheets

i. Import from Spreadsheets: Import tables such as Customer, Supplic:r', llcttt ttttrl

reconcile Stock, Attendance, eic. directly from a spreadsheet (CSV) file.

ii. Report Builder: Build report on any table in the system and export thc rcport ltr

spreadsheet for further analysis.

iii. Add Custom Fields: Add custom fields to any transaction based on your special

business requirements.

iv. Customize Forms, Prints: Customize sequencing of fields, for editing and make

custom Print Formats for Invoices, Quotations, etc in HTML.

EMNext - Open Source ERP for small, medium sized businesses includes Accounting,

Inventory,-CRM, Sales, Purchase, Projects, HRMS. Built on Python / MySQL.

lll.

tv.

vl.
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v. Information you will need to fully setup your ERpNext account.

chart of Accounts: Account heads for taxes, expense types, income types.

Opening balances and outstanding invoices.

Taxes applicable on your sales and purchases.

Classification (groups) of your ltems, Customers and Suppliers.

List of Warehouses, Items, Customers and Suppliers.

Price Lists of your items.

Opening stock, for each item in each warehouse.

List of Address and Contacts (of Customers and Suppliers).

Letter Head in jpglgiflpng format.

Terms of contract for your Sales and Purchase Orders.

Numbering Series for all your hansactions.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Io'

h.

i.

i.

h.

42. ERPNext Goals

i. To build an ERP system that can be used by small businesses worldwide.

ii. To make our software very easy to use, requiring no hand-holding or "implementation".

iii. To enswe that our software "Just Works".

iv. To listen to our customers and solve their "pain" points.

v. About wnframework:

Application Name: ERpNext

Version: 2

License: GNU/GPL - Usage Condition: A11 "erpnext" branding must be kept as it is

Source Code: https://github.com/webnotes/erpnext

Publisher: Web Notes Technologies pvt Ltd, Mumbai

Copyright: (c) Web Notes Technologies prt. Ltd



4. ERPNext Demo
Click on the link below to start a full demo of ERPNext is a regular user with access to all

modules (except Setup) starting from login. The demo is a shared account with data filled in by other
demo viewers.

https ://demo. erpnext.com/login.html

Note: ERPNext is built using features that are only supported on modern browsers. ERPNext will
work well on Firefox 4+, Chrome/Safari 5* lnternet Explorer 10+.

The demo version of ERPNext have a quick start after entering the correct user name and
password. On the site , user name and password have by default setting to quick start of demo.

User Name: demo@webnotestech.com

Password: demo

For$pl Pa'3rlrord

After the successful login, all operations of the organization is available on icons. So we are able
to select any option / operation by just clicking on the icon. There are various operations listed
below:

And the new window will be as given below: (https://demo.erpnext.com/app.html )
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Selling: Click on the first operation, i.e., selling and the window will appear as the following:

il i ; *s",q#se&. {:qfa-oi,t.*tre.*r1*.,,

In the selling operation, we have multiple operations like Lead, Opprtunity, Quotation, Sales
Order, Customer, Item, Contact, Address and various report we can generate and see in this.
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u. To do: This operation helps us to create and manage your to-do and assign transactions to
other user's To Do to allocate work and manage workflow.

if"r\,$itlirr#;!ifill;; - - -qr,

Messages: It is a simple messaging system for sending messages and documents to users from
within the ERP. Here, we can see messages from everyone and also create a new message for
someone.

ilt.

,i$;-s.Waly4-._...
' C f{ . ora.gpqnrwt:.* /41rxr::rr.i.1.iii

ffi g? i.:db{:!Ft|icFi& esiu$rq*;... , :,1 , . . .

i.:r,f","i#..d
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lv. Accounts: This helps in operations ofjournal voucher, sales invoice, purchase invoice, chart
ofaccounts, chart ofcost centers and their various reports.

Buying: It gives details about purchase request, supplier quotation, purchase order, supplier,
itcm, contact, address and various reports regarding this.

ffiMi*{de
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vi. Stock: It performs the operation of stock entry, delivery note, purchase receipt, item, serial

number. batch. warehouse and detailed reports of it.

f.bkitik . ireb:
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vii. Human Resource: It keeps the records of attendance, leave application, expense claim,
salary slip, appraisal, employee and detail reports of it.
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Support: It performs operations related to support ticket, customer issue, maintenance
schedule, maintenance visit, communication, serial number and their reports.

.tt U{ t4'. c$q 6*iwL f"e..,r$ .... ..r#**x iiiiiitr"iiiii:iFv**
+ ,..tj;*f",i"r:.;
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ix. Calender: It shares events with co-workers and also track scheduled appointments with leads

and visits.

*.,s s rB4. 9 *u F p.. 
-...:..,1....#& *i#.,.,'.

,t ,.;#tr*trql:ir..::l..''... :ld jrii. :r ll; tl:;,1
*{Slii'

Knowledge Base: It creates a simple Q & A (question and answer) based Knowledge system

and keep track of questions and answers for various company rules, statutory info etc.
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xii. Production: It performs the operations of production order, production plan, bill of materials,
itcnrs arrd gcnerating their reports.
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xiii. Projects: In this operation performing regarding task, project, timesheet, ganttchart and their
reports.
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xiv. Wcltsite: This operation is related to the web page, blog, website settings, style settings and
rcports on it.
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xv. Dashboard: It displays the dashboard.
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Setup: In this, all operations are related to the setting of company's data,

permissions branding, email and notification, printing and customiziation.

It is very user-friendly software and we can do various operations in it very easily.
demo version and work on it and enjoy with EMNext.

.1. r'

xvl.

5. C u stom ization
ERP vendors do offer customers configuration options that allow organizations to incorporate

their own business rules. But there are often firnctionality gaps remaining even after the

configuration is complete. ERP customers have several options to reconcile functionality gaps, each

with their own pros / cons. Technical solutions include rewriting part of the delivered functionality,

writing a homegrown bolt-on/add-on module within the ERP system, or interfacing to an external

system.

users and

So try the



All three of these options are varying degrees of system customization, with the first being the
most invasive and costly to maintain. Alternatively, there are non-technical options such as changing
business practices and./or organizational policies to better match the delivered ERp functionality.

The primary goal of ERP system customization is to achieve a fit between an ERp system and the
business processes of the organization. In other words, ERP customization serves to fill the gap
between ERP functionality and organizational requirements.

A reason for ERP system customization is a functional misfit between the standard ERp system
functionality and existing business processes. Besides the functional misfit, several reasons for ERp
system customization rooted in the influence of diverse social groups have been proposed. For
example, ERP system customization may be performed because of a consultant's lack of knowledge
about a product or its context, insufficient development work from the vendor, or as an act of
safeguarding a working position by internal information system personnel.

ERP system customization is affected by: ERP knowledge at the beginning of the project,
cxpcricnce of the implementation team, reliance on consultants, organizational project motivation,
orgattizational culture, involvement of operational departments, ERP project acceptance, and fear of
pcrsonaI disadvantage from change.

('ustonrizing an ERP package can be very expensive and complicated. ERP customizationis more
risky and may increase cost. ERP system customization has been applied to match organizational
businesses processes.

Customization Services involves any mbdifications or extensions that change how the out-of-the-
box ERP system works.

To be successful with ERP implementation, either organization has to adopt according to ERp
with deploying best practices suggested by vendor or ERP has to be customized to meet the specific
needs of organization.

Though customization is difficult decision for the organization it is an integral part of ERp
solutions. Decision of customi zation also plays an important role in the success of ERp.
Customization requires expertise in software solution as well as business process. It is time
consuming procedure and increases the expenditure. Thus management has to take the decision very
carefullv.
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5. I Reasons behind Customization

Q.1. Why customization of ERP is necessary / required for different industries?

Ans.
It is stated that generic ERP software often lacks key components needed in manufacturing

operations. It is possible for large organ ization to integiate the necessary functionalities in the
software, but lack of key components can cost the small organization their business competency.
Though there are some vendors offering industry specific software, it lacks industry specific needs.
If two businesses are different and their packages are same, customization becomes inevitable.
According to it, following are some of the main reasons of ERp customization:

i. Need of different formats of reports or specific reports.

ii. Adding data field to data base.

iii. Lack of business process knowledge of Code developers.

iv. The necessary functionalities are not present in the ERP packageprovided by the vendor.
v. To make ERP system more user friendly and increase its acceptance by users.

vi. For increasing the efficiency of the operation of the ERp package.

vii. To embed the best practices desired by the organization in the ERP package.

viii. Lack of power of project team to prevent customization.

ix. To facilitate a smoother implementation.

x. To simplify the amount of time taken to carry out their dayto-day operations.
xi. To reduce the number of staff in organization hence reducing costs.

xii. To add value to the ERP package.

xiii. To maintain existing ways of work that was perceived of value to those at Home.

5,2 Types of Customization
It is stated that, the primary goal of customization in ERP implementation is to achieve a fit between
the ERP system and the process that the system supports. Thus, both the system and the process can
be changed or customized to achieve the goal. They referred two main tlpes of customization:

i. TechnicalCustomization

ii. Process Customization

They have developed framework for identification of customization options based on the degree
ofchanges undertaken for both the ERP system and the business process.
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Technical Customization: When the system is customized to fit the process. It has been

explained that three types of technical customization options are available to organizations:

module selection, table configuration and code modification.

a. Madules Selection: Companies have choice of selection of ERP modules suitable for

their business. Some modules are essential while others are not necessary to run the

business. In this case, technical customization is achieved through the company's

decision as to which modules to implement. In general, the greater the number of
modules selected, the greater the integration benefits, but also the greater the costs, risks

and changes involved.

b. Configuration Tables: A configuration table enables a company to tailor a particular

aspect of the system to the way it chooses to do business. A key requirement for table

configuration is to understand the meaning and consequences of each configurable

option in each table. Since there are numerous tables in a typical ERP system, this can

be a very complex and time-consuming task, especially when interdepenclencies iltll()ltg

options across various tables and modules need to be considered.

c. Code Modification: It involves rewriting some of the ES's codc, or buildirrg ittlcrlitccs

between existing system and the ES.

Process Customization: When a process is customized to fit the systern. Proccss changc is

classified into three categories: no change, incremental change, and radical change.

(t. No change, process customization involves only changes in tasks and resources, bttt Ittl

changes in relationships among tasks and configurations of resources. An example ol'

such process customization is task automation in which computer technologies are

substituted for manual labor. Then, the resources used to accomplish the task have been

switched from manual labor to computers but the other elements of the business process

remain the same.

b. Incremental change in which improvements are made not only in tasks and resoutces,

but also in relationships among tasks and relationships among tasks and resources. The

nature of the process and its outcome measures, however, has not changed. The focus of
the change is solving problems found in the process.

c. Radical change is the third category of process customization. It involves the

fundamental rethinkins and radical redesien.

5.3 Customization Advantages

i. Improves user acceptance.

ii. Offers the potential to obtain competitive advantage vis-d-vis companies using only standard

features.

It.
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i.

ii.

Custom ization Disadvantage
lncreases time and resources required to both implement and maintain.

Inhibits seamless oommunication between suppliers and customers who use the same ERp
system uncustomized.

Over reliance on customization undermines the principles of ERP as a standardizing software
platform.

Developing a new code or rewriting a code requires skilled developer.

Rewriting a code can disturb the balance of software package and can hamper its working.

Upgrade of customized software is difficult and can cost several weeks and huge money.

customization can consume the resources which are vital for other projects.

11l.

iv.

vi.

vii.

a

a

SUvTMI\RY
Post implementations review is related to implementation process.

In post implementation review, a number of implementation factors are explored and focused
and reviewed on a post-implementation basis because issues associated with (ERp)
implementations become more widespread during the post-implementation stage.

A post-implementation review or audit can be an extremely valuable exercise that provides
feedback indicating whether the plan was executed properly and key benefits were achieved
efficiently and effectively.

The primary goal of ERP system customization is to achieve a fit between an ERp system
and the business processes of the organization.

ERP customization seryes to fill the gap between ERP functionality and organizational
requirements.

A reason for ERP system customization is a functional misfit between the standard ERp
system functionality and existing business processes.

ERP system customization is affected by :- ERP knowledge at the beginning of the project,
experience of the implementation team, reliance on consultants, organiiational 

'project

motivation, organizational culture, involvement of operational departments, ERp project
acceptance, and fear of personal disadvantage from change.
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2.

J.

4.

5.

ExeRcrsEs
Explain what do you mean by post implementation review. And also explain which questions

should be include in review document.

What do you mean by customization? What are the reasons behind the customization?

Explain customization with its advantages and disadvantages.

Why customization of ERP is necessary?

What are the types of customization?

ih
urst0ll
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